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Dear readers,
Around the world, “Made in Germany” stands for high quality,
outstanding engineering skills and reliable business practices. This
is still the case and will remain so in future, because goods from
Germany are more than ever in demand on a global scale. Asian
companies in particular are increasingly relying on our products,
well aware that their own developments are making great progress
but are still a long way from reaching the high quality standards.
German industry is not taking a break: The concept of “Industry
4.0,” which has spread around the world from Germany, has set
“Made in Germany” on the path to the future. Silicon Valley may be
better at mastering numerous technologies in the IT sector, but
German industry clearly sets the pace worldwide in matters of
mechanical engineering and automation technology.
Digital networking of industry, energy and logistics is gathering
momentum. Boundaries between industries are being blurred,
productivity is rising and new business models are emerging. And
Germany will once again be in the limelight in April 2018: That is
when the Hannover trade fair and CeMAT will launch the next level
of Industry 4.0. Under the main theme “Integrated Industry – Connect & Collaborate,” visitors from around the world will experience
how networking in industry is creating entirely new ways of running
a business, working and collaborating. “The Hannover trade fair is
the place to experience the fast-paced development of Industry 4.0
and its applications. Leading manufacturers of automation technology, the most important robotics companies, as well as IT and
software companies will make Hannover a global hot spot for
Industry 4.0,” stresses Joachim Köckler, Chairman of the Management Board of Deutsche Messe AG. The Hannover trade
fair thus promises to have much to offer again this year. A
major trade fair IAMD – Integrated Automation, Motion
& Drives, combining drive technology, fluid power
technology, automation technology and digital factory –
will be held for the first time. And the integrated trade
fair CeMAT also offers ideas for making logistic processes fit for the future.
You will find many new products and topics from the
Hannover trade fair in this current edition. So take a
look, it will be worth your while. And if you are a guest
in Hannover between 23rd and 27th April, you will see:
There’s no getting around Industry 4.0 and “Made in
Germany”.
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W RLDWIDE NEWS
Schmersal group founds subsidiary in Japan
To improve its coverage of the Japanese market, the Schmersal Group has founded an
independent subsidiary in Japan. Tetsuya Horimoto has been named managing director
of the new Schmersal Japan KK. He takes over from Dr Tekashi Kabe, who entered his
well-earned retirement at the end of 2017 after many successful years as the manager of
the previous Schmersal sales office in Japan. “By founding a subsidiary in Tokyo,
Schmersal will extend its range of safety technical components and systems for the
Japanese market. At the same time, we will increasingly be able to offer our customers
our comprehensive services from our tec.nicum division on a local basis,” explains
Tetsuya Horimoto. In the demanding field of machine safety the Schmersal Group is
one of the international market and competence leaders.
www.schmersal.com

BI software provider Bissantz
expands partner network to China
BI software provider Bissantz & Company now also
sells its Business Intelligence software DeltaMaster in
China, via its local partner Hydsoft Holding Group. The
Beijing-based IT company specializes in business
solutions in the field of outsourcing, big data and cloud
services. More than 1,300 employees work at its head
office in Beijing or its branches in Shanghai and seven
other major cities in China. “China is currently one of
the most exciting growth markets in our market
segment”, says Irene Schröder, Head of Partner
Management at Bissantz. “We
foresee great opportunities for our DeltaMaster
software and with
Hydsoft, we have a
partner with
excellent contacts
and market
knowledge at our
side.”

DB Schenker steps up involvement
in automotive logistics
DB Schenker plans to deploy
innovative solutions to
meet the rising expectations of customers in
the automotive sector.
This will see the
logistics service
provider focus on the
latest developments
in the car industry,
such as 3D printing to
manufacture replacement parts, in addition to
continuing its provision of
long-established core services.
Schenker wants to devote its energy
to meeting the technological requirements of “additive production”
and maintaining its progress in this field. The major benefit for
customers takes the form of reduced warehousing costs, as spare parts
are manufactured only when they are required. Faster production
reduces delivery times.
www.dbschenker.com

NEWS AND MARKETS

www.bissantz.com

Universal Robots with record revenue
Increased demand for its affordable, cage-free, user-friendly collaborative robot (cobot) arms
has propelled Universal Robots to revenue of USD 170 million in 2017 – a 72 percent
increase over 2016 performance. The operating profit more than doubled from
9 percent in 2016 to 19 percent in 2017. “We credit our unprecedented 72 percent
year-over-year revenue gain to a continuing awareness of the economic advantages
for our market leading collaborative robots for a larger range of applications, and
the continued commitment of our Universal Robots employees and partners to
be the cobot technology of choice,” said Jürgen von Hollen, President of Universal Robots. The cobot market is expected to continue to be one of the key growth
drivers in the automation market the coming years. Looking ahead at 2018,
Hollen is therefore expecting further revenue growth of at least 50 percent.
www.universal-robots.com
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New Managing Director at Wittenstein motion control GmbH and
Wittenstein aerospace & simulation GmbH
Kasper Rungfeldt, a qualified lawyer and a business administrator, with extensive experience in oil & gas industry as well as in defense has been appointed Managing Director of
Wittenstein motion control GmbH and Wittenstein aerospace & simulation GmbH. In the
past, he has held various executive positions at organizations like Siemens and ABB for
european and non-european locations as well. “We are confident of Mr. Rungfeldt’s ability to
make a crucial contribution as we convert existing potential into long-term success in the
international markets”, said the board spokesman for Wittenstein SE, Dr. Bernd Schimpf. After
more than 10 years of service, Christoph Heine, the existing Managing Director of Wittenstein motion control
GmbH and Wittenstein aerospace & simulation GmbH, will be leaving the company at his own request on June 1,
2018. He will be joining Staufen AG, where he will take on the task of Industry Manager, Aviation & Defense.
www.wittenstein.de/en-en

ContiTech invests
to expand its facility
in Hungary
Over the past 18 months Continental has invested around € 20 million
for its new production location at
Nyíregyháza, Hungary. The plant
now has a second rubber mixing
line, a new semi-finished production facility for air bellows and a
production line for hoses destined
for heating and cooling applications in cars. The new logistics
center which will supply the other

Hungarian locations, was commissioned in December 2017. The new
mixing line is currently starting its
test mode. Hose production has
already started, with capacity
expected to double by the end of
this year. The shared 4,500 m2
warehouse – which will store both
hoses and air bellows – is also on
course for completion by spring.
The Hungarian government has
also invested over € 6 million to
support the expansion and created
more than 200 additional jobs. In
total, ContiTech now has around
500 employees in Nyíregyháza.
www.contitech.de/en-GL

Visit us
CeMAT
Hall 24, Experience Hub

Visit us
Hannover Messe
Hall 9, Stand F18

23.04. – 27.04.2018

23.04. – 27.04.2018

DRIVING YOUR INDUSTRY 4WARD.

Industrial automation is changing at an extremely rapid pace. As an innovation leader, developing cutting-edge sensor technology, SICK offers solutions
today that are ready for the challenges of the future. With intelligent sensors
that collect data, evaluate them in real time, adapt to their environment and
communicate in the network. Enabling a new quality of flexibility. Networked
intelligence for efficient processes and reliable cooperation of humans and
machines. We think that’s intelligent. www.sick.com
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What next
for North America’s
trade relations ?

Author: Sushen Doshi,
International Correspondent
for World of Industries
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Nafta negotiations could result in a new trade deal for
the North American bloc or it could start a global trade
and tariff war, the direction at which America and its
trading partners are heading is completely
unpredictable.

W

hen negotiations for Nafta or North American Free Trade
Agreement began in 1991, the goal for all 3 countries was integration of developed, high-wage economies like the U.S and Canada with developing economies like Mexico. The expected outcome
was that free trade would provide new jobs and opportunities along
with stronger and steadier economic growth to Mexico. Whereas
for United States and Canada, Mexico was seen as a promising new
market for exports and also a low cost investment destination. When
Nafta came into force in 1994, the tariffs, duties and quantitative
restrictions on trading of goods across borders were progressively
eliminated. The deal focused on liberalization of trade and boosting the manufacturing competitiveness of American and Canadian
companies, it also sought to protect intellectual property, establish
dispute-resolution mechanisms and implement labor and environmental safeguards. Nafta fundamentally reshaped North American
economic relations. Within the first 20 years of Nafta’s implementation, regional trade increased sharply from $ 290 billion in 1993 to
more than a $ 1.2 trillion in 2016.

US-Mexico trade
Mexico is the USA’s third-largest trading partner in terms of goods,
with $ 525 billion in total two-way trade recorded during 2016. With
more than $ 230 billion in exports and $ 294 billion in imports from
Mexico, America was left with a trade deficit to the tune of $ 63 billion in 2016. These numbers recorded a further rise in 2017, with
America exporting more than $ 240 billion and importing more
than $ 315 billion worth of goods from Mexico, creating a trade deficit more than $ 70 billion. America’s top exports include mechanical engineering products and machinery ($ 42 billion), electrical
machinery ($ 41 billion), automobiles and commercial vehicles
($ 21 billion), plastics ($ 16 billion) and agricultural products ($ 18
billion). In terms of American imports, top import categories were:
Automobiles and components ($ 75 billion), electrical machinery
($ 62 billion), mechanical engineering products and machinery ($
51 billion), optical and medical instruments ($ 13 billion) and agricultural products ($ 23 billion ).

Picture: fotolia

Nafta renegotiation
Despite delivering impressive trade numbers, the Nafta deal has
been a perennial political target. In 2016 presidential campaign,
Donald Trump criticized the pact for facilitating the shifting of U.S.
manufacturing operations and jobs to Mexico. Trump’s election
campaign also witnessed a series of derogatory accusations targeted
at Mexican immigrants. He has frequently insisted on constructing
the border wall along the US-Mexican border to regulate trade and
immigration between the two nations, and that Mexico will pay for it.
In response to the outrageous border wall proposal, Mexican President Peña Nieto has firmly stated that his country will not pay for the
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 2/2018   
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wall. Trump has also repeatedly threatened to impose a sizeable 20
% or even more tax on Mexican imports, partly to pay for the border
wall, but also as a way to compensate for the trade deficit that the US
has been running with its southern neighbor for several years.
Perhaps the most potentially damaging proposal by Trump so
far, is to rip up the numerous multi-lateral trade agreements. He
has already exited from the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and has also
expressed to end the Nafta, even while renegotiations are under
way. The Trump administration has its focus on reducing the trade
deficit, tightening criteria for rules-of-origin, reforming the dispute
resolution mechanism, and updating the pact to include digital services and intellectual property.
Even as negotiations are underway, uncertainty about where the
talks are headed is extremely high, as the ‘twitter’ President announced via his tweets, that United States would impose 25 % tariffs
on imported steel and 10 % tariffs on aluminum. This protectionist stance from Trump has created chaos amongst America’s major
trading partners including European Union, China and Japan along
with Nafta partners. The EU even warned Donald Trump to expect
similar retaliation against American exports to Europe, if he sparks
a trade war by going ahead with punitive US tariffs. Reacting further
to EU warning, Trump has fired back by targeting European automobile companies. On the last day of the Nafta negotiations, Trump
then used the steel and aluminum tariff as a bargaining chip, when
he stated “Tariffs on Steel and Aluminum will only come off if new
& fair NAFTA agreement is signed.”
Talks on upgrading the pact are moving slowly, in part because
Canada and Mexico are resisting America’s demands for major
changes such as adding a sunset clause and increasing the criteria
for rules of origin. More than any other industry, automotive has
been the key focus. The US demands that 85 % of the individual
parts of the automobile imports to the USA originate from the Nafta
area, and that at least 50 % of the produced parts are from the USA.
In other words, half of all components would have to be produced
in the USA for an automobile of Mexican origin to be imported to
the USA without tariffs. The industry is obviously opposed to this,
as it would raise costs and disrupt the complex multinational supply chain that sees parts crisscrossing Nafta borders and has made
North American car production competitive with Asia and Europe.

NEWS AND MARKETS

Multinational corporations and global value chains
The U.S does indeed run a trade deficit with both, Canada and Mexico. These deficits emanate from imbalances in goods traded and
the relative position of the three countries in regional production
networks, for example, Mexico’s position in the regional production
network is that of a low cost manufacturing destination, whereas
U.S is positioned as a high value service destination like design and
engineering, R&D. Therefore Mexico has a surplus in manufacturing and U.S has surpluses in services. The gross trade figures report
the full value of final assembled products exported from Canada
and Mexico to the U.S, this obscures the high import content of intermediate goods manufactured by the U.S.
The bulk of foreign investment in Nafta comes from multinational
corporations in key global industries such as aerospace, automotive, chemicals, energy, telecommunications, etc. that are enlarging their business base in North America. The current localization
requirement for duty-free access to the Nafta market is 62.5 %, this
has incentivized foreign multinationals to boost value-added production at their North American subsidiaries. To meet the local
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content threshold, Japanese car manufacturers like Honda, Nissan,
Toyota that first entered North America in the 1980s have upgraded
their regional subsidiaries from simple assembly plants to engine
manufacturing, R&D, and other high value added functions.
As the North American market became more integrated, this
gave rise to multinational value chains in advanced manufacturing,
with extensive movement of raw materials, semi-processed goods,
components, and finished products across national borders. Semifinished goods and intra-company transfers account for majority of
trade between the US, Mexico, and Canada. In terms of semi-finished goods, U.S is heavily dependent on Canadian and Mexican
imports: e.g. Michigan in automotive parts, Washington State in
aerospace components and Texas in energy products.

If Trump pulls out of Nafta
If the U.S withdraws from Nafta, the customs rules of the World
Trade Organization (WTO) would initially apply. Canada and Mexico would push ahead with multi-country trade agreements like
Trans-Pacific Partnership, which would give them tariff-free access to several lucrative markets, including Japan. It is also important to note that the European Union has began upgrading its free
trade agreements with both Mexico and Canada, this lowers tariffs
on most products to zero, meaning that European companies may
have an edge over American competitors in those markets. If the
Nafta is terminated, it is difficult to quantify its impact for German
companies producing in Mexico and German exporters.

EU-Mexico trade deal
The diversification of trade relations ranks high on the list of priorities for Mexico’s political agenda. Mexico has entered into free trade
agreements with 46 countries, making it Latin America’s largest import and export nation, far ahead of Brazil. The plan to modernize
the agreement between the EU and Mexico has gained momentum
in 2018 with multiple panel discussions so far. Negotiations include
topics such as market access, regulatory collaboration, inclusion of
farm products, services, investment and government procurement,
provisions on labor standards and environmental protection. Tarifffree trade of machinery and its components is already included in
the current agreement. However, it is applicable only to mechanical
engineering products where over 70 % of the production is carried
out within the EU or Mexico. Most of the mechanical engineering
companies no longer fulfill this quota as today’s businesses operate
with multinational value chains. Modernizing the outdated rules of
origin is therefore an urgent requirement. From German mechanical engineering federation’s (VDMA) point of view, the rules of origin should be updated to include an increase of the third country
share to 50 %. In addition, VDMA supports the reduction of technical trade barriers. The idea is to implement the principle of one
standard, one inspection procedure.
Mexico’s economy secretary has recently stated, that at the meeting in Mexico City, all parties have agreed to chapters on technical
barriers to trade, state-owned enterprises, subsidies, and services.
Consensus still needs to be reached on specific issues in the chapters on rules of origin and intellectual property. The key challenges
are how far to open each other’s markets to food and drink - such
as tequila, chicken and asparagus from Mexico and dairy products
from Europe - and the EU’s demand to recognize geographical indications. z
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Mexican manufacturing takes
the center stage at Hannover

NEWS AND MARKETS

At Hannover Messe, the spotlight will be on Partner
Country Mexico, as the Latin American country
showcases its manufacturing prowess with cost
effective innovative products and technological
developments, the key factors that make it an
attractive investment destination.

Author: Sushen Doshi, International correspondent for World of Industries
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M

exico, with a population of more than 120 million is generally seen as an advanced emerging market. It is the world’s
15th-largest economy achieving a GDP slightly more than $ 1 trillion in 2016. It is the second-largest economy in Latin America,
world’s 13th largest exporting and 12th largest importing nation.
About one third of Mexico’s GDP comes from industry. In terms of
industry, the country’s main strengths lie in automobile and automotive parts manufacturing, aerospace, electrical engineering, oil,
natural gas and chemicals. It is a major producer of automobiles,
and is in fact the world’s fourth largest exporter in the automobile
sector. The energy market reform process, which began in 2013,
has given a new lifeline to the country’s oil, gas and energy sectors.
The reforms have brought various private investors into the energy
market alongside the country’s state-owned companies. Over the
past seven years, Mexico’s overall energy requirement has grown by
25 %. This growth includes a 50 % increase in the country’s electricity requirement. While this energy requirement is currently met primarily from oil and gas, the government now has a diversification
strategy aimed at generating 35 % of the country’s total energy requirement from renewables, such as wind, solar, hydro power, and
nuclear by 2024. The growth areas of the Mexican economy include
renewable energy, mechanical engineering, healthcare and logistics. Of particular interest is the logistics industry, which currently
generates about 15 % of Mexico’s GDP. Mexico is currently working

SOME THINK
DELIVERY
ERRORS ARE
INEVITABLE.
WE THINK
DIFFERENT.
Running an efficient distribution centre makes a big difference to proﬁtability
and customer satisfaction. That’s why many leading brands put sortation
systems from BEUMER Group at the heart of their supply chain. Through
operational insight and analysis, BEUMER Group is able to deliver complete
automated material handling systems that ﬁt seamlessly into your process.
Offering exceptional speed, capacity and accuracy, our technology makes
a difference to your customers, your brand and your bottom line.
For more information, visit www.beumergroup.com

on improving its logistics performance index, a score on which it
aims to join the ranks of the global top 20 by 2030.
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Mexico’s foreign trade and policy
Mexico is an increasingly important consumer market and a production destination for companies all around the world. It is a very
attractive location for foreign direct investment. Having your company’s manufacturing operations based in Mexico opens the door
to favorable customs treatment to a whole range of countries. Apart
from this, the country offers a sound economic policy, energy, infrastructure and tax reforms, and relatively low labor costs. Despite
the current uncertainties, Mexico traditionally has close economic
ties with the USA. It’s foreign trade has long been focused primarily on North America. Indeed, the USA is still indisputably Mexico’s
most important trading partner. However, Mexico is now increasingly looking to diversify in order to insulate itself from the ups and
downs of the American trade policy. Foreign trade is a key part of
the Mexican economy and is currently supported by 12 free trade
agreements covering a total of 46 countries, making the country
Latin America’s largest import and export nation for commodity
goods, far ahead of Brazil and roughly on par with Canada. Totaling
more than $ 370 billion in 2016, Mexico’s overall export of goods
is about twice as high as Brazil’s and only slightly below Canada’s
export volume.
Modernization of the free trade agreement with the EU ranks high
on Mexico’s priority list. The plan to modernize the old agreement
between the EU and Mexico has gained momentum in 2018. Negotiations will include topics like market access, combined efforts on
regulatory issues and the fight against corruption. Tariff-free trade
of machinery and machinery parts is already stipulated in the trade
section of the current agreement. However, this only applies to mechanical engineering products where over 70 % of the production
is carried out within the EU or Mexico. Many mechanical engineering companies no longer fulfill this quota as individual parts of the
value chains were outsourced to companies in third countries as
part of globalization. Modernizing the outdated rules of origin is
therefore an urgent requirement. Mexico also has its sights set on
free trade agreements with several other countries, including Jordan, Paraguay and Turkey. It is also a member of the Pacific Alliance
trade bloc, alongside Colombia, Peru and Chile, has plans to secure
trade deals with Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Vietnam, Malaysia and Brunei, and is extremely interested in developing closer
economic relations with China.

Important destination for German exports
Taking a more specifically German perspective, Mexico is by far
Germany’s biggest export destination in Latin America. From 2014
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to 2015, Germany’s exports to Mexico increased by 24 % to $ 11 billion – more than it exported to countries like Brazil and India. By
contrast, Germany accounts for only 0.9 % of Mexico’s total exports.
Mexico’s economic growth is very much export-led. For instance,
in 2016, the country’s automobile and automotive subcontracting
industries exported more than 3 million vehicles. In short, automobiles and auto parts make up half of Mexico’s exports. German companies like Volkswagen has a large-scale manufacturing presence
there for many years. Volkswagen, Daimler, BMW and Audi have
all recently either opened up new or expanded existing plants in
Mexico. The lion’s share of foreign investment goes into automobile
manufacturing and automotive subcontracting, pharmaceuticals,
chemicals and logistics. Figures released by the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA) indicate that the number of
German subcontractors in Mexico has jumped from 40 to 150 since
2010. The total number of German companies in Mexico has also
increased sharply, and, according to the German-Mexican Chamber of Commerce, is currently sitting at around 2,000.
In recent years, Mexico has become an important market for mechanical engineering companies in Germany. Machinery exports
from Germany almost reached € 2.5 billion in 2016. Sectors such
as machine tools, plastics and rubber machinery, food and packaging machinery and precision tools were the branches with the highest demand in 2016. In 2017, by the end of November, the overall
machinery exports had reported an increase of more than 25 %,
reaching nearly € 3 billion. Mechanical engineering companies
are benefiting from Mexico’s industrialization, machinery suppliers from Germany have been significantly involved in the tangible
upward trend of the manufacturing industry in Mexico since 2009.
Apart from the automotive sector, the Mexican food and beverage
industries are one of the best-performing areas. Due to the strong
competition and the statutory provisions in the food industry, the
necessity to invest in modern machinery and equipment is particularly high in these sectors. Machinery suppliers from Germany can
provide the innovative cutting-edge technology required here.

Mexico at Hannover
Every year, the Federation for German industries (BDI) and Hannover Messe, the world’s leading trade show for industrial technology, shines its spotlight on a chosen Partner Country. At this year’s
Messe, Mexico will be that country. As Partner Country, Mexico will
have the chance to present itself as an attractive investment destination as well as it can showcase its innovative spirit and technological developments in the manufacturing sector – factors that make it
a key player on the global stage. As the Partner Country at this year’s
show, Mexico wants to demonstrate that it is interested in sustainable industrial and economic development driven by innovative
technologies like industrial automation, IT and integrated energy.
Apart from domestic industrialization, the country’s main economic focus is on opening up foreign markets and supporting innovative home-grown companies. Mexico currently has more than 30
clusters implementing industry 4.0 and IoT technologies, more than
90 research and design centers related to advanced manufacturing
and industrial innovation. Many Mexican companies are already
developing industry 4.0 technologies and are thus highly attractive
partners for foreign companies. For the Latin American country,
participation in Hannover is an opportunity to send a clear signal to
the European Union that despite rising protectionism, globalization
is still the way forward.
Photographs: Lead Photo Fotolia, Deutsche Messe AG

www.hannovermesse.de/de/rahmenprogramm/partnerland-mexiko
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Hannover Messe
meets CeMAT

The concept of Industry 4.0 was first introduced in
2011 at Hannover Messe, with an aim to create a
smart factory scenario, in order to take
industrialization to the next level. Since then the fair
grounds of Hannover Messe have been the place where
all the technological developments in regards to
Industry 4.0 are premiered first.

Author: Sushen Doshi, International correspondent for World of Industries
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B

roadly speaking, Industry 4.0 is nothing but the merger of operations and information technology, in short the bridging of
digital and physical production systems. Although the output of
any manufacturing process is a physical object, manufacturing inevitably begins with information. Throughout the process, continuous flow of data, information and actions between the physical and
digital worlds takes place. This flow occurs through a series of steps,
known as the physical-to-digital-to-physical (PDP) loop. To make it
into a reality, Industry 4.0 combines relevant technologies that sum
up it’s physical-to-digital-to-physical flow.
n Physical to Digital: Sensors, augmented reality, machine vision
n Digital to Digital: Cloud, simulation, data analytics, cognitive and
artificial intelligence
n Digital to Physical: advanced robotics, additive manufacturing
Six years since the talk of Industry 4.0 began, the question is how
far are we today? In other words: what are the desired and achieved
technological maturity levels, and what are their benefits? In the
last few years, the developments have been quite rapid and these
technologies are now beginning to show initial signs of maturity.
Today, companies are focusing on the lower hanging fruits of Industry 4.0 like enhancing productivity, automation and the optimization of operational processes and predictive maintenance. In
the next stages, Industry 4.0 offers the more mature goals like increased flexibility, occupational safety, better utilization of energy

With ‘Integrated Industry – Connect & Collaborate’ as its lead theme,
Hannover Messe 2018 offers guests from all around the world to experience completely new types of products and systems that are
made by the increasingly connected and digitally networked industrial landscape. Visitors will get to witness first-hand the benefits
of integrated industry such as enhanced productivity, increased
flexibility and speed in production, improved quality, exciting new
business models and newer revenue streams. The digital integration
of industry and logistics is gathering pace as traditional boundaries
between industries are now breaking down. This April, Hannover
Messe will team up with CeMAT, the world’s largest trade show for
logistics and supply chain industry to demonstrate the immense
opportunities that Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0 offer together.
resources and increase in innovative capabilities, development of
new business models and revenue sources.

Role of Hannover Messe
Today, most manufacturing and industrial companies are still
in that stage where they are implementing Industry 4.0 but in an
ad hoc and isolated manner, often there is also a lack of a bigger
picture, a broader strategy. Without a full understanding of the
changes and opportunities Industry 4.0 brings, companies risk losing ground. This is where Hannover Messe 2018 comes in. It brings
experts, industry professionals, academicians, manufacturers and
consumers all together at one place, that helps provide a bigger and
complete picture of the changes to come. Over the decades, Hannover Messe, has become the world’s most influential industrial
trade fair, and has been the pioneer in showcasing the industrial
technologies of the near future. In April, the city of Hannover, will
once again open its doors to the world of industries. The show organized by Deutsche Messe AG, runs from 23rd - 27th April in Germany. Over the last few years, the focus of this event has been digital
integration of the entire industrial ecosystem. Leading innovative
companies from all over the world have displayed unique products
and applications in this context, but at this year’s Messe we can witness the technologies that take Industry 4.0 to the next level.

Trade fair line up
Hannover Messe covers a wide range of themes with its 5 international leading trade fairs, at the same time and under one roof.
The topics and exhibits covered at Hannover represent the most
fundamental industry sectors like - Integrated Automation Motion
and Drives (IAMD), Digital Factory, Energy, Industrial Supply and
Research Technology. The IAMD show is one of the world’s leading trade fair that attracts more than 2000 exhibitors and 100,000
visitors from around the globe. This trade show hosts a wide variety
of products and technologies related to factory and process automation such as linear positioning systems, automated assembly &
handling systems, control systems like PLC, Scada, automatic data
capturing and identification systems, embedded systems and industrial PCs, sensors and actuators, communication network and
field bus systems, measuring and test equipment. The product line
up for electrical and mechanical drive components is also quite
comprehensive, with German as well as international corporations
displaying their products in this segment which include; mechanical power transmission systems and equipment like belt and chain
drives, couplings and clutch units, various types of braking systems
and accessories for brakes, entire gears units, geared motors and
bearings. Electrical equipment that includes, electric switch gears,
contactors and relays, electric motors, frequency drives, electric
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 2/2018   
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and electronic test and measuring equipment, cables and cabling
accessories, electronic and opto-electronic components. In the
field of robotics the visitors can see industrial as well as mobile
robots, driverless transport systems, programming and engineering services for robotics. IAMD also has on display products and
systems from the field of hydraulics and pneumatics like hydraulic
pumps, hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders, gear pumps, hydraulic variable speed drive units, control valves, pipes, hoses and connectors, filters for hydraulic and oil lubrication systems, pneumatic
actuator drives, hydraulic and pneumatic sealing devices, products
and systems for condition monitoring and predictive maintenance.
The Digital Factory is a unique trade fair for industrial IT solutions
and integrated processes. The exhibitors at Digital Factory present a
full array of solutions for tomorrow’s smart factories – for example,
data management software, advanced simulation systems, industrial automation software directly used in manufacturing set ups
and the required IT hardware, industrial image processing systems,
operating systems for industrial IT, software for application development in CNC controls, PLC, HMI, robotics and artificial intelligence systems, virtual reality systems for industrial applications,
industrial cloud services for condition monitoring and predictive
maintenance, software solutions for product life cycle management, business intelligence and analytics, ERP, MES, raw materials
and production planning.

Integrated energy
The global energy equation of the future will have more challenges
as more and more electric drives and different kinds of machines
are joining the grid with even higher power requirements than
before. Today, the need of the hour is not just utilizing the energy
resources efficiently, but also sensibly connecting the renewable
energy production and storage system to form an integrated energy system. The strong growth in renewable energy generation
frequently leads to overproduction and has a major impact on the
grid and the energy system as a whole. This requires a rethinking
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of how we generate and above all store energy. Smart grids ensure
the efficient coordination of production, storage, grid management
and consumption so that suppliers can maintain a smooth system.
New measurement, control and regulation technologies need to be
introduced into the conventional grid to make this possible. One
of the biggest task when it comes to creating an integrated energy
system is how to amend the existing energy infrastructure. Exhibitors and participants at Hannover Messe make honest efforts to
create solutions to these key issues. Hannover Messe 2018, features
the Energy show, a trade show for integrated energy systems and
e-mobility. This show has on display latest technologies in energy
generation and distribution systems, heat management for office
and production buildings, virtual power plants, load management
and energy intelligence software, energy data management and
optimization systems, electrical energy conversion and storage
systems like transformers, accumulators, chargers, UPS, hydrogen
and fuel cells etc. The e-mobility sector is also featured prominently
at Hannover Messe with spotlight on electric transport vehicles for
goods and passengers, infrastructure solutions for e-mobility like
charging stations, cables and replaceable battery systems etc.

Rise of predictive maintenance and cobots
Understanding the health of your machines and its components
and eventually repairing them before even they break down – that is
what integrated machine monitoring and predictive maintenance
is about. It enables permanent monitoring of components inside
the machine – using sensors that measure parameters like vibration, pressure and temperature for example. Specialized maintenance software collects this sensor data, evaluates it and recognizes
in advance when a component will fail. The key advantage of predictive maintenance is minimal breakdown time, saves energy and
reduces maintenance costs.
Development in robotics has always been one of the favorite topics at Hannover. In the previous editions of Hannover Messe, the
world of industries has witnessed the rise of new generation of ro-

bots, called ‘Cobots’ or Collaborative robots. Using sensor technology, these cobots observe the movements and position of persons
- making them safe enough to assist workers directly with their work
without exposing the humans to the risk of injury. Cobots are extremely light in weight, flexible, easy to program and move. These
topic have been gaining a lot of importance in recent years, and
now are one of the key focus areas of Hannover Messe’s Industry
4.0 exhibits.

tems, industrial doors & gates, loading and transfer bridges, loading
ramps, loading systems for bulk goods, pallets, bins and containers
etc. Pick and pack systems like labelling and identification, packaging and order picking systems, packaging materials, scales, measuring and dosing devices etc. Logistics IT solutions like application software for intra-logistics, transportation logistics, computer
systems and controls for intra-logistics, identification technology,
auto-ID systems, intra-logistics sensors etc.

CeMAT: the world’s most significant trade fair for
the logistics and supply chain industry

Conferences and events

Digialization is radically changing the production processes and
at the same time the logistics and supply chains are becoming increasingly integrated. With warehouse management systems, intelligent containers and automated transport systems, logistics is increasingly facilitating smart production. True to its keynote theme
“Connected Supply Chain Solutions”, the trade show CeMAT, will
drive the global intralogistics sector forward, towards the digital
integration and networking of supply chains. Decision makers at
most of the companies are wondering how to implement logistics
4.0 in their business operations. CeMAT offers solutions to all that
they are looking for.
The product category at CeMAT includes a wide range of products and technologies like: complete conveyor belt systems,
monorail conveyors, mechanical material handling systems, cranes,
driverless off-track and rail dependent transport systems, industrial
trucks, forklifts, hoists, platform lifts, winches, port handling equipment etc. Warehousing and shelving systems, robotic handling sys-
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A strong line up of conferences and events hosted at Hannover
Messe offer the visitors a chance to learn more and interact with industry professionals, experts and academicians. Topics of these ‘indemand’ seminars and conferences include the additive manufacturing symposium, the CAE forum, electric transportation systems
forum, automation forum, the power transmission and control forum and many more. Since 2005, Hannover Messe hosts a business
summit as a central platform to promote the economic relationships between Germany and the fair’s partner country, which in
this year is Mexico. The Mexican-German Business summit brings
together high-level decision-makers from politics and economy to
discuss potential as well as present innovative projects and joint
business enterprises. Thus strengthening ties between the EU and
Mexico offers great opportunities for business.
Photographs: Deutsche Messe AG
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Powering Africa using IO-Link
As an enabler of high-performance Industry 4.0
concepts IO-Link has become indispensable in tool
machine engineering and in production facilities. But
hydro power plants as well can be wired quickly and
efficiently using IO-Link. At the Mount Coffee dam in
Liberia an intelligent IO-Link installation connects
dozens of sensors and actuators over long distances.

AUTOMATION

Author: Wolfgang Zosel,
Journalist, Reutlingen, Germany

I

n December 2016, after more than 20 years of interruption the
first turbine was started up, and now all four turbines are feeding
22 megawatts each into the power grid. The origins of the Mount
Coffee dam, which lies 30 kilometers northeast of the Liberian
capital Monrovia, go far back: the former dam was finished in
1966, but was almost totally destroyed during the Liberian civil

„Getting a hydroelectric power plant online
quicker using intelligent cabling technology“
war from 1989 to 2003. When in June 2014 the Liberia Electricity Corporation (LEC) contracted an international consortium of
companies to rebuild the dam, extensive parts of the plant had
literally turned to grass.
Together with other companies, like Balluff, the Austrian firm
Andritz Hydro was contracted to rebuild the power plant on the
Saint Paul River. Andritz Hydro is one of the largest companies
in the market for hydraulic power generation. The responsibilities included the complete hydraulic steel structures consisting
of all the electronics, drive technology and control systems. The
company refurbished both the ten radial gates on the dam and the
four intake gates for the turbines. The radial gates are used to control the water level on the upstream face of the reservoir and are
driven by cable winches. The intake gates bring the water to the
turbines and block the inflow (shut-off valve) when a fault o
 ccurs
such as a break in a pressure line. The drive is hydraulic.
This includes electric and hydraulic drive units as well
as various supporting systems. Balluff assisted in the
development of integrated wiring systems.

Mount-Coffee-Dam

At the Mount Coffee dam in Liberia
an intelligent IO-Link installation
connects dozens of sensors and
actuators over long distances
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Dozen analog and digital signals have to
be collected
The Mount Coffee Dam, though 160 meters long and having 10
radial gates each 15 meters wide, is by far not the largest of its kind.
Nevertheless several dozen analog and digital signals have to be
collected across the entire dam over long distances and made available to the control level.
“In terms of the complexity, the numerous tasks to be performed
in the peripherals and the required level of networking, the dam is

W

ith IO-Link you can test
each module in advance at the
factory and just have to plug them
in, which noticeably reduces costs.

Berthold Wiesinger, Lead Electrical
Engineer, Andritz Hydro, Austria

e ssentially nothing more than a widely distributed industrial system,” emphasizes Bernd Schneider, Industry Manager for Energy at
Balluff. As far back as 10 years ago the company, which specializes
in industrial and factory automation with products ranging from
the simple sensor to linear measurement systems to intelligent
RFID solutions, recognized that IO-Link is the right standard for
overcoming the communication crisis and wiring clutter between
the bus and process levels.

IO-Link masters collect up to 20 different signals

AUTOMATION

Two Balluff IO-Link masters are installed in a switch box at each
of the 10 radial and 4 inlet gates to collect up to 20 different signals
in the field. These signals originate from inductive or mechanical
limit switches, sensors for determining the rotation direction of the

radial gates, control-, regulating- and shutoff valves, signal lamps
and illuminated switches. Two IO-Link masters each are installed at
the hydraulic stations for linking the involved sensors and actuators
there as well. Without exception all the components in the field are
connected using one and the same 3-wire standard cable type and
uniform M12 connectors. Where analog signals from a particular
sensor cannot be directly processed, a compact Balluff adapter plug
converts the analog signal into a noise-immune digital signal. Stub
lines from a Balluff IO-Link master carry the data to the control level
via Profibus DP. Because the system is redundant the weir is devided in two sections, a maximum of 75 meters of cable are required.

Advantages of IO-Link
“The benefits become soon evident: because we are using standardized cable and connectors instead of individual wiring, cabling took
just half the usual time. With IO-Link you can test each module in advance at the factory and just have to plug them in, which n
 oticeably
reduces costs,” as Berthold Wiesinger emphasizes. W
 iring mistakes
are virtually precluded, while the IO-Link philosophy also saves
space and provides a clear overview. Internationally a ctive companies especially appreciate the advantage that IO-Link can be used
essentially with any bus system: the complete structure beneath the

I

n terms of the complexity, the
numerous tasks to be performed in
the peripherals and the required level
of networking, the dam is essentially
nothing more than a widely distributed
industrial system.
Bernd Schneider, Industry Manager
Energy, Balluff, Germany

bus level always remains the same, only the bus nodes need to be
adapted for a particular country.
The bi-directional communication standard provides greater
perspective in other ways as well: IO-Link diagnostics information
that enables quick localization for fault and error correction which
in turn reduces unnecessary downtimes. “For some reason we had
a problem with a sensor hub in the startup phase, but it was easily replaced and reinstalled by a colleague. The hub gets its data
then from the IO-Link master, which contains the relevant parameter values. After just a short interruption the system was back up
and running,” says Berthold Wiesinger. This is a benefit wherever
systems aren’t located close by and a specialized personnel are not
available for the majority of the tasks that arise. Thanks to IO-Link
remote maintenance all the way down to the process level is possible. In addition to clear diagnostics and targeted actions and action
instructions when a fault occurs, preventive maintenance concepts
are easy to implement. Berthold Wiesinger even goes a step further:
intelligent sensors will continue to improve system availability in

T

he standardized wiring concept
will require one infrastructure
for both automation and safety
technology up to the highest safety
level PLe/SIL3.
Mario Ober, Sales Engineer, Balluff Austria
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Balluff IO-Link masters collect the signals at the hydraulic station

the future. “Sensors which measure oil temperature and oil moisture, monitor highly stressed motors for temperature and bearing
condition and autonomously notify of service intervals will become
indispensable to our sector in the future as well.”

One infrastructure for automation and safety
technology
The offering of universally applicable IO-Link products continues
to grow. For the user this brings with it further opportunities for
optimization in wiring, diagnostics and configuring. “Balluff for
example offers an analog hub that can be used among other things
for connecting thermocouples and similar devices to a module.
Using the new safety concept “Safety over IO-Link“, IO-Link and
Profisafe can now be used to directly connect safety auxiliary equip-

ment. The advantage: in the future this standardized wiring concept
will require just one infrastructure for both automation and safety
technology. And with the highest level of safety up to PLe/SIL3“,
emphasizes Mario Ober, who had local responsibility on the part of
the Austrian Balluff subsidiary.
The Mount Coffee Dam in Liberia has again been producing
electricity chiefly for the metropolis of Monrovia. For Berthold
Wiesinger there is no question that IO-Link will find increasing use both in new construction and reconstruction projects.
Especially as facilities continue to age and modern control and
electronics concepts will be demanded.
Photographs: Balluff
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Smart engineering
at a global leader of
compressed air
technology

aeser is a highly successful global supplier and manufacturer of
compressors and compressed air systems. The company is located in Coburg, Germany and employees more than 54,000 people
worldwide. Under the banner “Smart compressed air”, the family
business Kaeser, which dates back to 1919, now offers networked
compressors with intelligent control in its online product range. Its
digital twin allows the real-time transfer and monitoring of operating data, which not only enables compressed air experts to analyse
when a plant may fail and where there may be issues. The data is
also used to continuously improve the product range and engineering. “A lot of expertise and experience has been invested in it,” said
Falko Lameter, Head of IT at Kaeser. This solution also incorporates
the concept of not only building and distributing compressors, but
of always ensuring the availability of compressed air, thus reliable
functionality at every site in the world for everything from mining
to brewing.

The heart of the digital twin
For their new digitization strategy with such Industry 4.0 projects
as the creation of a digital plant twin and predictive maintenance,
Kaeser opted for a special software platform a good three years ago.
With its architecture and flexible openness, Engineering Base (EB)
from Aucotec has significantly advanced Kaeser’s strategy.
“EB is now the heart of our smart engineering,” explained Patrick
Dietz, the project manager who was responsible for the introduction of the system at Kaeser. “This is where the ‘digital twin’ of the
compressed air plant is created,” he claimed. Its lifecycle begins
with an assessment of the customer’s situation and an analysis of its
needs. EB’s database can manage the results so that the original requirements can be traced over the entire lifecycle. It is on this basis
that the new or revamping design starts, together with the configuration of its control and data transfer.

AUTOMATION

Integrative database

Whether a global corporation or skilled trade business
is involved, or whether the industry focuses on food
production or aerospace, compressed air is needed
everywhere. In order to increase their reliability,
one of the world’s leading providers in this area has
significantly accelerated the digitization of its products
and processes. Kaeser Kompressoren SE has been
supported in its efforts by data-driven software that
was suited to this task.
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All master data and documents that accumulate during the lifecycle
of plants are collected, processed and maintained via the central database. This also includes documents such as P&IDs or sketches in
addition to the technical data of machines. Three-dimensional modelling is also possible due to the connection to the MCAD system.
“EB is perfect for the integration of all technical information and
changes, even from connected systems,” said the project manager.
In order to simplify the sometimes highly specialized work steps,
Aucotec has developed numerous EB apps that are tailored precisely to the needs of the compressed air experts.
Kaeser’s own control system SAM is also closely connected with EB. It
is configured automatically and directly from the engineering platform.
“EB is like a spider at the centre of its network. The entire plant design,
but also, for example, maintenance and sales systems, can be virtually
‘woven’ around it,” said Patrick Dietz. He added that everything was
now linked together and one could recognize how the systems were
related. The compressed air plant is then implemented and put into
operation based on the documentation created in smart engineering.
Predictive maintenance and asset management then enable Kaeser to
remotely monitor the plant and continue its further development.

Efficient predicting
Thus one of the most important innovations that Kaeser was able to introduce with its smart engineering was the linking of predictive maintenance (PdM) and engineering. “Without the EB database, we would not
have been able to offer PdM as such a good service to our customers,”
explained Falko Lameter. For this purpose, the PdM system first receives
a list of all possible tags from EB. This includes information about the
type of measurement, as in whether it involves pressure, temperature or
level sensors, and whether they record bar, Celsius/Fahrenheit or other
units. Thus the platform is not only the “single source of truth” of all tech-

nical data of a plant, but also its transfer characteristic. This is only possible because EB, due to its database concept, can describe objects such
as tags that are not represented on any P&ID or circuit diagram.
However, the decisive factor is the configuration of the data transfer from the control system to the PdM. On the one hand, EB informs the control system about which tags in the operation it should
actually send data to the PdM – because not all of them are relevant
for predictive maintenance. On the other hand, the Kaeser experts
also use the engineering platform to configure how often and how
precisely these reports should be made.

Central means consistent
Kaeser wanted to ensure that everyone was speaking the same language for its digitization strategy. The data had to be improved so that
it could become the starting point and focal point not only of planning,
but also of the subsequent operation. “With EB, we have achieved
both: extensive standardization and higher quality,” said Patrick Dietz.
He attributed the main reason for this achievement to the central
database. He claimed that it ensures the quality of the information
about a compressed air plant, particularly with regard to consistency
and completeness. He also referred to the fact that it provides expert
knowledge and enables a high degree of division of work – both for
everyone involved internally, such as the sales force, plant experts,
order processing or service teams, and when cooperating with external partners such as distributors or planning offices. “For the first
time, everyone involved in the process has access at all times to upto-date plant data that is relevant for them,” explained Falko Lameter.
This is also due to the fact that changes basically have only to be
maintained in one place. The data model ensures that they are visible immediately in each further representation of the changed object in Explorer, graphics and lists.

Vision
Kaeser is continuously expanding its use of EB together with
Aucotec. The electrical design and a smartphone app are also
planned in addition to the expansion of the circle of users. The
partnership between the companies began more than 20 years
ago with the introduction of the then state-of-the-art E-CAD
system ELCAD. As an independent software developer, Au-

T

he software platform Engineering Base
is perfect for the integration of all technical information and changes, as well as
the developed numerous EB apps that are
tailored precisely to the needs of the
compressed air experts.
Patrick Dietz, project manager at Kaeser

cotec itself has been at home in the engineering market for over
30 years.
“The decisive factor for our migration was the unique architecture for such a design and documentation system, with the
central database as its core; without this basis, we could not have
realized our vision,” concluded Falko Lameter.
Photographs: Kaeser Kompressoren SE
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Advantages of MR sensors in
challenging new applications
The increasing demand for Magnetoresistive (MR)
sensors is largely the result of increasingly complex
demands on the sensors for high performance electric
drives. The sensors must not only be accurate and
dynamic, but also be robust under difficult operating
conditions and exhibit very high reliability. Recent
market developments are generating additional
demands. This paper describes the principle of
operation and benefits of MR sensors.

T

here is a growing demand for mechatronic motion systems in
a wide range of industrial fields. Not only in the field of industrial automation, but also in the automotive and aerospace sectors,
there is a sharp increase in the number of mechatronic actuators
being applied. “Decentralized motion control”, “X-by-wire” or
“more electric aircraft” are just some of the terms used to describe
the results of this trend in different technological areas. Presently
there are number of trends that are changing the technical and
commercial requirements for both actuators and sensors. The high
performance and flexibility of magnetoresistive (MR) technology
is playing an increasingly significant role in helping machine and
actuator designers to deal with these new requwirements. The MR
effect is best known from the read heads of computer hard discs or
from magnetic memory (MRAM) applications, but it is also well
suited to uses in sensor technology.
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Trends in Motion Control
The market for motion control technology is characterized by a
number of current trends, which are leading to new requirements
for actuator and sensor technologies: higher accuracy, increased
power density, decentralized motion control, increased use of
closed-loop control, more challenging operating environments and
faster time to market. These trends have continued in the meantime
and inten-sified in the past 5 years. There is, however, a number
of new, additional trends that are playing an increasingly important role in the selection of sensors for angle, position and speed
measurement:
1) The “embedding” of sensors within motors and actuators is
becoming ubiquitous, leading to stronger demand for compact
sensors.
2) Demand is growing also for sensors with extended functionality
(e.g. for condition monitoring) as well as for sensors that exhibit
functional safety.
3) In new applications e.g. E-boosters for automobiles, motors are
being developed with ever higher speeds and higher dynamic
performance, which is increasing demand for sensors with
extremely high bandwidth and low inertial.
4) The overall trend to higher energy efficiency is increasing the
demand for low-power sensors.
Author: Dr. Rolf Slatter, Managing Director, Sensitec GmbH,
Lahnau, Germany
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New requirements for rotary and linear
measurement
These trends have an immediate impact on the sensors used for the
measurement of linear and rotational motion. They result in a complex set of requirements, most or all of which apply in many new
applications. The actuator or machine designer must search for a
sensor solution that offers the following features. These include high
accuracy for precise positioning or high control quality, high resolution for accurate control, high bandwidth for dynamic control, compact dimensions, contactless, wearfree operating principle, high
permissible operating temperature to survive hot environments,
robust against contamination, high reliability, high energy efficiency
and increased integration and functionality (“ready-to-measure”) to
allow a fast “time-to-market”.
This complex combination of requirements is best met by sensor
systems based on MR sensor technology. Magnetic measurement
systems offer a variety of advantages compared to other measurement principles. For example, the maximum permissible temperature range of optical encoders is often just 85 °C and seldom as high
as 100 °C. This is significantly lower than MR sensors, which are
qualified for automotive applications at 150 °C. Furthermore, optical sensors have limited potential for miniaturization due to their
complex construction (LED – glass scale – sensor). Last, but not
least, magnetic sensors are much more robust and less susceptible
to contamination through dirt or fluids. MR sensors exhibit similar
performance benefits in comparison to inductive and capacitive
position sensors as well.

Basics of magnetoresistive sensor technology
Magnetoresistive (MR) sensors are firmly established in numerous applications in automobiles, mobile telephones, medical
devices, wind turbines, machine tools or industrial robots: be it
for the measurement of path, angle or electrical current, or as
an electronic compass. Originally developed for data storage
applications, the different MR effects open up new measurement possibilities for sensors, not only in
terrestrial applications, but also in aerospace applications. MR sensors are
robust, reliable, precise and miniaturized. This combination of features is
leading to continuous growth in the
application field of MR sensors. The
extremely low power consumption of MR sensors makes them
ideal for wireless, autonomous
sensor applications. They present the developers of
many dif-ferent types
of mechanism or instrument with completely new possibilities to measure angle,
path, electrical currents or
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Special feature of the humanoid
robot “Rollin’ Justin” is the integration of
the complete electronics into the hand

GMR Tooth Sensor Module
Motor spindle with
air bearings

Levicron GMBH

02 Encoder kit for high speed air-bearing spindle
magnetic fields. As mentioned the range of applications for MR
sensors in increasing steadily and each of the following examples
demonstrates how current requirements can be best met with this
type of magnetic sensor

MR-Sensors support lightweight robots
A good example for the “embedding” of sensors within a machine
is given by the latest generation of lightweight robots. The Robotics
and Mechatronics Center of DLR plays a major role in the field of
applied robotics. Numerous generations of lightweight robot arms
have been developed. A further development stage was the design
of an anthropomorphic hand arm system for future service robotics. This competes with the kinematic, dynamic and force properties of the human arm. This highly integrated mechatronic system
consists of 52 drives and no less than 112 position sensors, many of
which utilise MR sensor technology. The mobile humanoid robot
“Rollin’ Justin”, shown in Figure 1, is one of the latest creations at
DLR and provides a research platform for autonomous dexterous
mobile manipulation in human environments. The mobile base of
the robot, which allows the long range autonomous operation of
the system also features numerous MR-based encoder kits.

High speed air-bearing spindle
High speed machining is particularly relevant where the requirements regarding workpiece toleranc-es and surface quality are
particularly high, such as in mould- and tool-making. GMR-based
tooth sensors open up new possibilities for high-speed spindles
with air bearings. As can be seen in Figure 2 a fine
tooth-like structure with a module of 0.3 mm is machined directly into the surface of the spindle shaft.
This provides the measurement scale for an encoder
module for the commutation of the motor and positioning of the spindle shaft. There is no need for
an additional encoder disc and the imbalance
of the shaft can be reduced to a minimum. Furthermore this solution has no additional inertia, which enables highly dynamic acceleration
and also reduced energy requirements. This
solu-tion allows speeds of up to 90.000 rpm
with an angular resolution of < 0.1°. This
application is for incremental angle
measurement, but absolute measurement is also possible using two toothed
structures and a vernier principle.

Mars Rover „Curiosity“
MR sensors have been used
successfully in space robotic

03 Intelligent legged endoscopic capsule robot
a pplications for more than 10 years. The „Mars Exploration Rover
Mission“ (MER) is a space mission initiated by NASA, which began
in 2003 with two launch vehicles to transport two automatic „rovers“
– called „Spirit“ and „Opportunity“. With this mission the geological
conditions on Mars should be explored to find evidence of water.
Each rover is equipped with 39 magnetoresistive sensors used as
components of the magnetic encoders of special motors supplied
by the Swiss company Maxon Motor AG. In November 2011 another
Mars Mission called „Mars Science Laboratory“ (MSL) started.
The rover named “Curiosi-ty” landed in August 2012 to search for
organic material. The rover shall find out if Mars ever offered the
living conditions for small living organisms. For this purpose the
rover is equipped with a highly complex collection of scientific
instruments. MR sensors are used to control the motors of almost
all the moving mechanisms. The sensors must not only withstand
high mechanical loading during take-off and landing, but also must
withstand temperature swings of 190 °C and also withstand high
levels of radiation.

Miniaturized robotic pill for advanced diagnostics
Sensitec has participated in the EU-funded project Vector with
the objective of developing intelli-gent endoscopic capsules u
 sing
innovations in micro- and nanotechnology. The Vector project
aimed at investigating and developing a miniaturized robotic pill
for advanced diagnostics and therapy in the human digestive tract.
The project mission was to make a significant contribution to the
diagno-sis and treatment of digestive cancers and their precursors.
Figure 3 shows the legged endoscopic capsule robot, which is capable of mesoscale locomotion within the gastrointestinal tract. The
robot has similar dimensions to commercial pill cameras (11 mm
diameter by 25 mm length). Sensitec’s role in the project was therefore to develop a miniaturized magnetic motor encoder to control
the position of the legs (Figure 3).

Outlook
The innovative MR-solutions for encoder- and motor-feedbacksystems, as well as for current sensors, are further examples of the
potential of magnetoresistive sensors for opening up new opportunities for the designers of motors, actuators or machines. Sensitec is working on the development of sensor modules and kits
with even higher performance and increased functionality. Further miniaturized dimensions, higher resolution, higher absolute
accuracy or higher intelligence in the form of extended diagnostic functions are just some of the development themes currently
being explored.
Photographs: 01 DLR, 02 Levicron, 03 Sensitec

www.sensitec.com
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Thermal imaging cameras help
to study behavior of bats
An Italian – Philippine team of researchers has been
using thermal imaging cameras from Flir to study
the behavior of bats residing in the stunning Puerto
Pricesa Underground River cave system in the
Philippines. The researchers hope that the technology
will give them more insight into the size and identity
of the bat colony, and that this knowledge will help
them preserve the species for many years to come.

T

AUTOMATION

he Puerto Pricesa Underground River, located in the southwestern part of the Philippine Archipelago on the mid-western
coast of Palawan, is the longest underground river in the world.
The site, which includes one of the world’s most impressive cave

01

s ystems, has been declared as a World Heritage Site by Unesco. Ecotourists have discovered the Puerto-Princesa Subterranean River
National Park, which features pristine natural beauty with distinctive wildlife. Tourists can travel by boat through the massive cave
and see hundreds of bats, giant monitor lizards, monkeys, python,
sea snakes and other wildlife.

Preserving Biodiversity
Unfortunately, increased tourism often has an impact on the environment. Fully aware of this danger, a program called “Support for
Sustainable Eco-Tourism in the Puerto Princesa Underground River
(PPUR) Area” was initiated through a collaborative Philippine/Italian effort. This program is aimed at the study of the fauna in the cave
and ultimately has the intention to be better prepared for sustainable tourism and the preservation of the site’s biodiversity.
Dr. Paolo Agnelli, an Italian zoologist and Curator of the Mammal
Collection at the Natural History Museum of the Florence University (Italy), is one of the members of the PPUR research team. The
doctor has already carried out several faunistic research studies and
zoological collections, especially of amphibians, reptiles and mammals, all over the world. As a specialist in the field of small mammal
ecology, Doctor Agnelli’s main goal is to identify the bats present in
the PPUR caves, in order to exactly define the present bat species
and to have a correct estimate of their numbers.

Counting Bats

02
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“The exact number of bats in a colony is very hard to determine,”
says Doctor Agnelli. “And yet, this information can be very valuable,
because it helps us to see population trends through the course
of the years. Should we be able to assess that the number of bats
is decreasing, then the we should be investigating the disturbing
factors and take action in order to preserve these species.”
In the multiple research missions he has already been part of,
Doctor Agnelli has made use of thermal imaging technology in
order to help overcome the practical difficulties which are typically

Puerto Princesa Subterranean River National Park is
a protected area of the Philippines with the longest
navigable underground river of the world

03
encountered in bat studies. Bats often select inaccessible roost sites
in the daytime, and are hard to observe at night. Moreover, several
species are not easy to identify in the field, so that in many cases
only well-trained, experienced specialists may be able to correctly
identify them.

Bat detection technologies
Today, a wide array of techniques and technologies is being used
to study the behavior of bats, ranging from actively searching
buildings, trees and subterranean cavities, to capturing bats with
mist nets, and monitoring by means of ultra-sound bat detectors,
which convert the echolocation ultrasound signals of bats to
audible frequencies. With thermal imaging, another important
technology has been added to the professional bat researcher’s
toolbox.
Doctor Agnelli: “I have been using thermal imaging cameras for
already three years now to study the hibernation behavior of bats in
caves, especially for their deep hibernation conditions. Since 2016,
I have also been using this technology to count bats while coming
out of their caves.”
Thermal imaging cameras make it possible to monitor bats by
their thermal signature. Bats are nocturnal animals and usually
leave their daytime roosts at dusk, an ideal moment to capture the
bats on video while in action. As thermal cameras see heat, not light,
they also allow researchers to study bats at night, at a time when
they are most active. Thanks to its visual nature, thermal imaging
technology can also be combined with smart software that is able
to count and identify bats and perform intelligent motion tracking.

Robust thermal imager
“For the several missions to the Puerto Pricesa Underground River,
I was looking for a thermal camera that is robust and able to withstand the humid conditions that are typical of underground caves,”
says Paolo Agnelli. “After thorough evaluation of several brands,
FLIR offered the best technical characteristics and the highest
reliability.”
Doctor Agnelli ultimately chose the Flir E60bx thermal imaging
camera, a 320 × 240 resolution point-and-shoot model with a fully
integrated color camera. “The FLIR E60bx is very easy to use, it’s
economical and the 60 Hz frame rate allows us to present the smallsized bats in motion in very good definition.”
“The long-life battery of the Flir E60bx, the light and compact size,
and the possibility to add extra lenses: it’s the total package that
makes it a very attractive camera, especially for the specific tasks
that I was designated with during my research missions.”

Raising awareness
“During our first research mission in Palawan in November and
December 2016, the Flir camera has already served us really well
to capture large groups of bats coming out of their cave at dusk. At
the cave exit, we had to identify the best viewing point, so it was
possible to capture the entire evening flow of bats leaving the cave,
considering every possible route. We also had to take into account
socalled “light sampling behavior”, where the bats repeatedly leave
the roost and return immediately if the conditions are not suitable.”
Next to other established techniques, thermal imaging has proven to be another very effective technology that helps the PPUR
research team to get a more comprehensive idea of the size and
identity fauna in the PPUR Cave. This will allow them to evaluate
the impact of the touristic activities on this complex ecosystem and
to possibly select the necessary actions to mitigate this impact.

Special features of the thermal imaging camera
The Flir E60BX thermal imaging camera offers one of the most effective ways to detect any form of damage. The applications are
to detect missing isulation, solar cell failure, moisture intrusion,
radiant heat tubing, cold draft and air infiltration. The features
are a 60 Hz infrared detector with a 0.045 °C thermal sensitivity and a
-20 to 120 °C (-4 to 248 °F) temperature range. Its high infrared resolution images of 76,800 Pixels (320 X 240) offers clear and precise
displays of wherever the problem may lie. The MSX Thermal Image
Enhancement allows to see structural features, numbers, and other
key visual details with an all-in-one thermal picture that instantly
orients to right where heat issues are.
Photographs: lead fotolia, 01 - 03 Flir

www.flir.com

01 The Flir E60bx thermal imaging camera is a 320 × 240 resolution
point-and-shoot model with a fully integrated color camera

02 Many of the animals in the caves are found only here, including
certain types of bats – thermal imaging cameras make it possible to
monitor bats by their thermal signature

03 The exact number of bats in a colony is very hard to determine;
and yet, this information can be very valuable in order to discover
population trends through the course of the years (right), thermal
image of bats (left)
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New e-chain cables for the seventh axis
on robots
To use industrial robots efficiently in large production plants,
they often need to move in a straight line on a seventh axis. It is
important to ensure safe energy supply along the axis from the
switch cabinet to the robot. For this purpose, igus has now
further expanded its range of e-chain cables for robots with two
PUR hybrid cables - CFSpecial.792.015 and CFSpecial.792.016.
The new chainflex
cables are highly
flexible and designed
for use on Fanuc
robots. The new
chainflex special
cables for are shielded
and have an abrasionresistant PUR outer
jacket. The cables are
very impact-resistant,
flame-retardant and
halogen-free. The
special cables are also
resistant to oil and
coolant, as well as to
hydrolysis and microbes. Like all igus cables, these chainflex
cables were also tested under real environmental conditions.
Therefore, igus is the only provider on the market that can
promise a guarantee of 36 months on its cables.
www.igus.eu

PRODUCTS

Non-contact color measurement of
liquid paint
Measuring the color of liquid paint is extremely difficult for paint
and color manufacturers. To date, paints have been typically
applied on a test area
first and then measured
only after the drying
process. If the measurement results are outside
the tolerances, the paint
containers must be
mixed again or even
disposed. Micro-
Epsilon has developed
a system that enables the measurement of liquid paint during the
production process. This new system solution involving the
colorControl ACS7000 inline color measurement system and the
optoNCDT 1420-50 laser triangulation sensor enables real-time,
high precision color determination directly in the production
process at the paint manufacturer.
www.micro-epsilon.com
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Compact spot finder IR camera
The Xi series is a
fusion between
a robust,
compact
pyrometer and
an advanced IR
camera. The integrated spot finder function enables
accurate temperature measurements in moving objects
without having to readjust the sensor. Sensor adjustment
takes place autonomously, i.e. without having to
establish a connection with a PC. In addition to a direct
0/4-20 mA analog output, the devices also offer users
digital interfaces such as Ethernet or RS485. An external
processing interface permits the further processing of up
to 9 freely definable analog outputs, making it ideal for
OEM applications.
www.optris.com

Platform for engineering of
automation applications
With PC Worx Engineer, Phoenix Contact is giving you
the option of a cost-free engineering platform all tasks
related to configuration, programming, diagnostics,
and visualization of automation applications. The deep
integration of the individual elements offers users some
critical advantages. The software design supports
intuitive user guidance thanks to its simple, structured
interface. Context-sensitive menus and uncluttered,
clearly structured interfaces
set the PC Worx
Engineer user
interface apart.
Users see only
the functions
and actions they
need for the
tasks at hand.
Additional
functions, such as safety-related or visualization
components, can be easily incorporated into the
software as add-ins. This enables you to quickly
generate your own customized version of PC Worx
Engineer. Users pay only for the function add-ins they
actually need for their automation solution.
www.phoenixcontact.com

IP67 I/O Module connects serial interfaces directly in the field
Turck is adding a variant for serial interfaces to its range of TBEN-S
ultracompact module series. The TBEN-S-2COM connects devices with
an RS232 or RS485 interface directly in the field to controllers with the
Profinet, Ethernet/IP or Modbus TCP protocols. This saves users from
having to run long wiring routes to the control cabinet. The user can
choose between RS232 and RS485, as required for the characterisics
of the two serial ports. The module also offers four I/Os that can be
used as inputs or outputs without any configuration. Use in very
demanding environments is possible thanks to the high degree of
protection to IP 65, IP 67 to IP69K, as well as the extended temperature
range from -40 to +70 °C. A client function for Modbus RTU comes already integrated in the I/O module.
This eliminates the need on the TBEN-S-2COM to program separate accesses to Modbus in the controller
environment. Up to 64 Modbus RTU devices can be connected to the network per module.
www.turck.com

Secure communication with Powerlink and OPC UA
An OPC UA companion specification is now available for Powerlink
according to a joint announcement by the OPC Foundation and the
Ethernet Powerlink Standardization Group (EPSG). The companion
specification describes how payload data is exchanged between Powerlink and any OPC UA platform. The result is integrated communication
from the sensor to the cloud – without any interfaces whatsoever.
“Powerlink is among the leading real-time bus systems used in plants
and machinery. Together with OPC UA, Powerlink networks can now
communicate seamlessly and securely with the IT environment and into
the cloud,” emphasized Thomas Burke (left), President of the OPC
Foundation. “This specification allows OPC UA and Powerlink to fuse into
a single network,” added Stefan Schönegger, managing director of EPSG.
“We’re then able to join devices from different manufacturers and across
different levels of the automation pyramid into a single, cohesive system.”
www.ethernet-powerlink.org

A duo revolutionising measurement technology
Loggito is a new decentralised and highly scalable data
acquisition system. In combination with the web-based
measurement technology software ProfiSignal Web, Delphin
Technology, provide a pioneering complete package to link
decentralised data acquisition with global data visualisation
wherever you are. As the central coordinator of a measurement network, the Loggito Logger provides internal data
storage capabilities, preprocessing options for the acquired
data, as well as connectivity to PCs and the cloud. With the
pioneering “cloud at the edge” measurement
technology, the Loggito is also capable of
utilising the full functionality of the cloud. The
measurement network can be extended by
using either the wired Loggito USB module or
the wireless Loggito Wireless module.
www.delphin.com
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Technically proven components
never go out of style
High quality, high performance lubrication-free plastic solutions from igus
make Krones’ new series of labelling machines for food and beverage
industry further more ideal. With more than 25 years of collaboration,
Krones and igus now have more than supplier-buyer relationship.

T
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he company, Krones AG was founded in 1951 and is headquartered in Neutraubling. This small town near Regensburg in
southeast Germany is as old as the company itself. Established after
the second world war, it is now home to various German Mittlestand companies. The company manufactures machinery, plants
and systems for the beverage and liquid food industry and sees
itself as a system provider and not just as a pure machine supplier.
“We offer our customers turn-key systems that are tailored to their
needs,” explains Josef Mayer, Head of Product Management Inspection and Labelling Technology at Krones. “This covers all processes,
from beverage production and packaging, labelling and control up
to palletising.” There are various methods for labelling, among them
the stretch or shrink technology of the Sleevematic series used by
Krones.
The newly developed series of labelling machines ‘Sleevematic TS’ from Krones AG can label up to 50,000 containers per
hour with just one unit. This number alone convinces the client
about Krones technical expertise and capabilities. The company
has successfully doubled the performance of this new system as
compared to the previous one. A major technological change that
Krones made is that instead of the classic cutting of the sleeves
they are now micro-perforated. Another major reason for Krones
success is the reliable supply of technically strong and high qual-

ity, high performance components from its suppliers, like igus,
who has been supplying lubrication-free plain bearing components for many years.

Technology for high performance output
With the Sleevematic TS, the TS stands for ‘Top Speed’. With it, it
is possible to label up to 50,000 containers per hour with just one
unit. “The sleeve technique has since blossomed from a niche
into a mass product,” says Josef Mayer. “Even in bottling plants the
demand to achieve ever higher performance means to move faster
and be able to label faster and faster.” Krones has taken a big stride
in performance with the Sleevematic TS compared to the previous
series, which means the output of labelled products has doubled.
Before the individual sleeves are applied (shot) on the bottles,
cans or other containers, they are no longer cut individually from
the roll as in the previous technology, but the sleeve is now microperforated. It is thus possible to dispense with the clocking operation during cutting, thus permitting continuous movement of the
sleeves. Instead of cutting blades, the Sleevematic TS uses two
rotating perforation cutters. In addition to the increased output, a
further advantage is the significantly longer service life of the cutters. The previous product series required four cutting blades, with

01
01

Crosswise adjustment
of belting station with dirtrepellent and lubricationfree iglidur J trapezoidal
thread flange nut

02

Height adjustment
of sleeve brush with trapezoidal lead screw nut and
RJMP polymer bearing
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02

Krones’ Sleevematic TS labelling
machine can label
up to 50,000
containers per
hour with just
one unit

service life of approximately five million cuts, the
present two perforation knives are designed for up to
70 million cuts.

Trust in proven components
Even though Krones has developed new technology for the Sleevematic TS, the machine manufacturer still continues to rely on certain proven components from the previous models, like the lubrication-free plastic solutions from the motion plastics specialist igus
for moving components and various other adjustments. Since the
most important safety standards for the protection of consumers
are applicable in beverage and food technology, it is important for
designers to be able to rely on products that do not require external
lubrication, thus eliminating contamination of the food or beverage. Therefore a wide range of igus products are used in the Sleevematic TS. From dry operating drylin plastic nuts and drylin linear
bearings for round shafts (drylin R) in the belt station and the sleeve
brush, and drylin profile guides (drylin W) in the inlet and outlet
sensor, up to complete drylin SLW lead screw lift tables with hand
wheel for manual adjustment in the preliminary shrinkage as well
as the height adjustment of the guide rollers. The guide rollers are
also supplied by igus to Krones as a complete system solution con-

03 Height adjustment

of hold-down device
with SLW-2080 special
solution from igus.
The igus energy chains
undertake the guidance
of the cables

sisting of two xiros polymer ball bearings and an anodised aluminium tube. In the past, Krones used metal bearings here. However,
this was not smooth enough, sometimes making the complete roll
stop and the label band would slip over it. Due to the lower mass in
the xiros ball bearings from igus, these problems are a thing of the
past. Here glass balls are used as rolling elements, which are held
by plastic ball races in the bearings. Inner and outer rings of the ball
bearings consist of xirodur high-performance plastics, which are
distinguished by excellent friction and wear values.
For these guide rollers, igus also offers on its website a configurator, by which the user can configure their components easily with
a few clicks and order the required length online. The advantage
here is that this complete solution saves considerable assembly
time, because igus pre-assembles the guide rollers. “We are dependent on partnerships, where the quality has to be right, but it must
be something more than the pure product,” explains Josef Mayer.
“Therefore, it is also very important for us if our suppliers not only
offer good products, but also complete assemblies or systems. And
this also works very well with igus.”
Krones and igus now have more than 25 years of partnership. “The
collaboration is great,” concludes Josef Mayer. “The support right
here on site works very well. You look sometimes in the catalogue
somewhere else and think that the concerned product might roughly
fit. At igus, however, you have a personal contact and always receive
straightforward and suitable solutions immediately, even during
prototyping.” However, igus is also benefiting from the cooperation
- new ideas and initiatives of the customers are also creating new
products, whereby the flow of innovation always remains in motion.
Photographs: lead photo Krones AG, igus GmbH

www.igus.de
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Critical components for high
performance driveline testing

The German coupling manufacturer, R+W Antriebselemente, has been undertaking
impressively challenging technical tasks from automotive test engineers. As the
market demands continue to push the limits further, test engineers and component
manufacturers continue to collaborate in their pursuit of the ultimate high
performing couplings.

W
Author: Sina Cerny, Marketing, R+W Antriebselemente GmbH and R+W America
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ith the exponential rise of e-vehicles and electrification of the
automotive industry, the field of automotive test engineering
has also seen a rapid growth in the need to test high speed/high
torque electric motors. Coupled with the increased emphasis on
noise and vibration reduction, the demands placed on rotary test
stand designers to eliminate weight, imbalance, and other un-

necessary contributors of driveline characteristics from the test
machine are higher than ever before. With this the demand for
crucial m
 echanical components like highly precise flexible shaft
couplings has grown at the same rate. In no other place is this more
evident than Detroit, Michigan, where German based coupling
manufacturer, R+W Antriebselemente GmbH, has been taking on
increasing technical challenges from automotive testing engineers,
and delivering some of its highest performing couplings yet. Let’s
consider one example of automotive testing engineers driving R+W
couplings to further optimization through customization of materials, layout, and balance. In this case the need arose for a flexible shaft coupling to transmit up to 750 Nm at 20,000 rpm, with
extremely high acceleration rates, and unprecedented require
ments for r educed size, weight and rotational inertia.

Metal bellows coupling: a perfect fit for
this situation
From the start, application engineers at R+W were aware that the
best chance of meeting these performance goals was with a metal
bellows coupling. Unlike other precision flexible couplings, the
metal bellows offer unique features such as continuous symmetry,
natural balance, and the ability to provide parallel flexibility within
a short overall length. These couplings can be used from 2 to 10,000
Nm. For these reasons, the metal bellows couplings are used in
highly dynamic motion applications like machine tools, test stands,
packaging machines, printing machines, textile machines, automation equipment etc. A number of factors like various materials, tolerances, dimensions and performance ratings almost predestined the
couplings for all these different applications. Another advantage of
the bellows coupling is the easy adaptation of the end hubs, which
can be concentrically mounted directly to the flexible element by
bonding or welding, and to the adjacent mating components in the
machine, without the need for bulky adapters, which add to misalignment tolerances, rotational inertia and imbalances. Precision
bellows couplings are generally assembled on a mandrel, which
holds the respective end hubs precisely concentric, without placing any bending or crimping stress on the bellows as it’s attached.
This makes it the most direct means of installing a flexible shaft coupling into a machine driveline without corrupting performance. A
further advantage of the metal bellows is its lack of wear or moving
parts. A bellows coupling is torsionally stiff. When properly applied
it can theoretically tolerate infinite number of bending cycles (rotations) while misaligned. This is especially beneficial for high speed
applications as the driveline reaches into the hundreds of millions
of rotations within its first 100 hours of service at speed.

Custom tailored for
optimal performance
In this case the coupling was to be
installed between a drive motor
and a flanged torque meter. For

attachment to the cylindrical motor shaft, R+W applied an e xternal
conical clamping ring, which draws over an internal taper to compress the coupling hub concentrically around the shaft. Compared
with tapered bushings, where any unevenness in tightening could
cause the coupling to tilt on its axis, external clamping rings allow
the coupling to remain centered on its shaft bore, with any minor
tilting from installation error being isolated to the ring itself, without taking the coupling off center. To help achieve the goals of minimal weight and rotational inertia, the clamping ring was made from
titanium grade 5. An array of large through holes was also included
around the face of the clamping hub, serving two purposes. These
holes made the hub much lighter, and they also allowed for socket
head cap screws to pass all the way through the hollow bellows
body and adjacent hub, and directly into the threaded holes of the
torque meter on the other side. This allowed for the flanged hub of
the bellows coupling to be extremely thin. In this case, in the pursuit of optimization, the actual torque meter rotor to be used was
shipped to R+W to have the centering bore of the coupling flange
polished for a precise match with light press fit. This aided even
further in guaranteeing concentricity from the coupling shaft bore,
all the way through to the opposite face of the torque meter rotor.
When it comes to flexible coupling balance, some debate exists
as to whether ISO grade G1.0 is practically deliverable at such high
speeds. The argument against it is that, as a flexible element, the
coupling could potentially be balanced to that level of precision,
but once it is removed from the tooling, packaged, shipped, and
ultimately installed in a machine with slightly different alignment
positions, this level of balance quality would be lost. To preserve the
balance quality as much as possible, in this case R+W used dedicated balance tooling for each coupling, serving as both the balancing arbor, and a support shaft to prevent the bellows from even
very small amounts of bending during transport and handling. This
allowed the couplings to be carefully removed from their respective
balance / support shafts on site and at the time of installation, for a
nearly perfect connection.

A global leader in test stand coupling engineering
R+W has been involved in designing and manufacturing customized precision flexible couplings and torque limiters for rotary
testing applications since its inception in 1990. Over time, the
application-dependent coupling configurations have ranged from
small bellows and elastomer insert couplings up to larger flexible
disc pack couplings, and bellows couplings with capacities up to
150,000 Nm. In 2017 the company produced the world’s largest
ball-detent safety coupling, with a disengagement torque of up to
20 million Nm for testing of offshore windmill gearboxes. When
it comes to engineering couplings for dynamic precision testing applications, R+W is a global leader in this technology.
As the industry continues to push the limits further, testing
engineers and component manufacturers will continue
to collaborate in their pursuit of the ultimate coupling.
Photographs: R+W Antriebselemente GmbH

www.rw-couplings.com
The metal bellows offers continuous
symmetry, natural balance, and easy
adaptation of end hubs
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Practically smart IE4 AC drives for
baggage handling systems
01

02

01 The designated installation
space for safety and sorting
systems for baggage logistics
at Victoria Airport was very
limited

02 Nord AC vector drives

consisting of energy-efficient
geared motor and a distributed
frequency inverter

03The AC vector drives inte-

grating an industrial Ethernet
interface that enable remote
monitoring and control of the
application

04 All connections are made
03

04

with coded connectors; the
inverter directly connects motor
encoders and other sensors,
enabling remote monitoring

MOTION AND DRIVES

German drive specialist, Nord offers unparalleled features that ensure fast
installation, commissioning and versatile interfaces that enable efficient
networking and remote monitoring of the field devices. OEMs are surely enjoying
these and many more practically smart benefits of Nord’s IE4 AC drives.

T

he flow of passengers and luggage volumes at Canada’s Victoria
airport in British Columbia, are not even close to that of large
international hubs like Dubai or Singapore. But it was exactly for
this reason that the baggage handling system (BHS) posed major challenges to the handling system OEM. This airport did not
have a lot of room to accommodate all the usual modules – from
check-in through security screening to sorting. The airport operating c ompany commissioned Glidepath, a manufacturer specializing in baggage conveying, parcel sorting, and freight logistics
technology. For its operations, Glidepath has deployed drives from
Nord Drivesystems, which include features like encoder connectivity, positioning capability, and plug-in connectors that ensure fast
installation and commissioning. In addition, versatile interfaces
enable efficient networking and remote monitoring of the devices
in the field as well as the use of drives as distributed I/O nodes. On
top of that, they were able to benefit from a variant reduction that
greatly simplified spare parts management.
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All in one drives for areas with space constraints
The new handling system has a capacity of 750 pieces of luggage
per hour. “The baggage handling system is made up of 85 conveyors with a total length of some 250 m,” says Jason Williams, project engineer at Glidepath. “It comprises two in-line screening
CT machines. It has two decision points for sortation, and it has
two separate in-feed lines. It has four-way sorters, spiral power
curves, bag alignment devices, a luffing conveyor, and Glidepath’s
proprietary ploughs and power curves.”
All drive tasks are carried out by IE4 AC vector drives from
Nord Drivesystems. Each drive unit consists of an IE4 permanent-magnet synchronous motor, a motor-mounted Nordac Flex
frequency inverter, and a two-stage gearbox. The hollow shaft gearboxes are secured on the drive axis with a Gripmaxx bushing. This
attachment ensures safe, easy-maintenance fitting without keys.
The drive systems achieve excellent efficiencies even in the partial

load range and at low speeds. They therefore pay for their initial cost
within a few years or even only months, and total expenses over the
product lifespan are significantly reduced. The frequency inverters
are configured exactly to Glidepath’s specifications – with plug-in
connectors for power, communications, encoders, and sensors.
They feature an internal EtherNet/IP interface and are designed for
easy feed-through installation.

Intelligent networking and integrated positioning
features: a welcome bonus
The pluggable drives saved Glidepath a lot of time during installation and commissioning. The coded connectors enable speedy,
error-free networking. Williams appreciates the versatile interfaces,
with Nord’s capability of field I/O, his team was able to connect the
majority of their field devices directly to the frequency inverters.
Featuring industrial Ethernet communications, the drives enable
not only remote monitoring and control of all drive axes, but also
seamless monitoring of connected sensors and actuators. For Williams and his team, this was a crucial factor: “The real advantage
here is, the drives support high-speed Ethernet, which allows for
reliable bag tracking on our system.”
The drive systems take on various tasks at the conveyor modules.
They move luggage at different speeds from one belt to the next.
They ensure accurate height adjustment when conveying diagonally. Glidepath only came to realize the full potential of the integrated
positioning function of Nordac Flex inverters once the drives were
commissioned. As they gathered parameters for various applications, Nord engineers soon found that the positioning function was
the optimal solution for the luggage sorters. “On our four-way sorters, we took advantage of this Nord positioning system. We are very
happy with the result.”

Great after-sales support makes new product
deployments enjoyable
Glidepath project engineer Williams is more than satisfied with
the professional service. A Nord specialist for their industrial
sector provided significant support to Glidepath through efficient standardization. “On this project, we have just five different
gear ratios for a job that has 90-odd motors in total and three
different motor sizes”, Williams says. “That is a huge advantage.
As a consequence, we need only one spare drive per gear type
and engine size.”
Glidepath engineers express satisfaction as they did not face
any issues with commissioning the new IE 4 drives. They did precommissioning on their own, but also had the benefit of getting
a Nord commissioning engineer on-site over the four-day commissioning phase. The commissioning expert from Nord, also
helped Glidepath engineers in the use of Nord Con software
and also assisted with setting up the new position control. The
valuable after sales service did not end with installation and
commissioning. After several months, Glidepath expanded on
the drive performance in regular operations. Expressing his joy
over Nord’s expertise, Williams said “We are very happy with
Nord products. There is nothing I can say that is negative about
them. Everything is running. We have not had any problems with
drives. We have not had to replace anything. It has been a very
good project, showing proof of a great collaboration between
Glidepath and Nord.”
Photographs: Glidepath

www.nord.com
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Right sizing and optimizing the
electric drive systems, with dynamic
energy management solutions
Electrical drive systems are complex, if enhanced
further with energy management modules for
drive controllers, this adds more complexity.
Here, the Servosoft software offers great assistance,
it simplifies the sizing process, considers the
electrical energy flows in the drive system and helps
in selecting suitable energy management solutions
based on the respective drive controllers.

MOTION AND DRIVES

C

hristian Vardin, CEO of ControlEng Corporation, is highly enthusiastic as he presents his program, ‘Servosoft’. His enthusiasm is completely justified, as the startup which he started 13 years
ago has now grown into a powerful sizing tool that is renowned
within the electrical drive industry - and not just in North America,
but across all continents, with its diverse formats and customized
products, and with Europe as its main focus. The sophisticated algorithms not only help calculate and select electro-mechanical
drive components and drive electronics, but are also instrumental
when it comes to running simulations at the touch of a button. In
addition, if the client has better alternatives for optimization, then
the software allows manual intervention at anytime. ‘Servosoft’ also
provides a comprehensive database containing more than 125,000
products related to drive systems, from which a specific drive technology solution can be assembled.
Driven by the motto “from the load to the plug”, the program models all servo system components, both mechanical and electrical. The
mechanical components include rotary or linear servomotors, appropriate drives and couplings, rack and pinion drives, linear actuators, servo pumps, etc. Electrical requirements are covered by drive
controls (whether servo controllers or frequency converters), power
supplies, brake devices, capacitor modules, as well as several types
of electric motors. The newest version of ‘Servosoft’, v4, has an even
larger product selection – the dynamic energy management systems
from Michael Koch GmbH. The software hereby provides advanced
sizing routines to round up and further optimize the defined drive
system through the addition of the energy management solutions.

Koch’s product portfolio
Calculation, selection, and simulation of energy storage solutions are some of the key innovations in ‘Servosoft’ v4 that were
not available in the previous v3 version. “We are very pleased
that, after our safe brake resistors, our dynamic energy management solutions have now also been included in ‘Servosoft’”,
says Michael Koch, the man in charge and managing partner
of Michael Koch GmbH. This statement applies to almost the
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entire product spectrum, which now includes solutions for various
important energy issues pertaining to electric drive technology. The
devices perform crucial tasks, ranging from the classic buffering of
‘regen energy’ and using it as supplementary energy geared towards
assisting with brake resistors (thus increasing the energy efficiency
of the drive system), up to reduction of power and peak loads in the
grid. “Our devices actively manage the electrical energy at the heart
of the drive – the DC link. It does not matter how many axes are powered by the DC link”, adds Koch.

Regen energy and the reduction of peak loads
When it comes to off-grid buffering of ‘regen energy’, Koch offers
devices that accumulate and supply energy, ranging from 1 kilojoule to several megajoules, within a short period. Koch’s systems
can easily process capacities reaching over 100 kilowatts. The use of
Koch devices in production machines currently allows for savings
of up to 30 % in electrical energy, depending on the configuration
of the drive system. With shorter cycles and more operational hours
per year, the Koch systems offer faster return on investment – an
important criterion, even though this is much more than a pure energy investment. This is because the devices from Koch provide an
incredible range of other benefits that stem from the smoother voltage curve in the DC link. For instance, they often make it possible to
run machines faster and thus produce more. Such gains in produc-

01 The product database

of Servosoft includes more
than approx. 5,000+ types
of safe brake resistors and
several hundred types of
dynamic energy management devices for all
applications – from energy
buffering to uninterruptible
power supplies

02 Start window of the abovementioned sizing process

03 Step 2 – Selection in process

tivity shorten the payback period significantly, with simultaneous
reduction of the negative effects of pulsating machines.
Short-term peak loads of drives, which depend on the machine’s
operating cycle, necessitate high expenditures in infrastructure,
as the infrastructure must be able to handle the current required
for such peaks. Cables, connectors, contactors – these are just 3
examples that are affected directly. The dynamic energy management devices from Koch make it possible to compensate for such
peak loads without burdening the grid. Depending on the machine
cycle, the average load can be reduced significantly.

Uninterruptible power supply
The devices from Koch also protect against damage and downtime,
due to their ability to additionally serve as UPS systems. Connected
directly within the energy flow of the drive controller, the devices
can supply and integrate upto hundreds of amperes for a pre-specified time, depending on the requirements. In this case, the production process continues without any interruptions. Were it not
for the communication between the Koch device and either the
drive controller or control unit, the machine would not even n
 otice
any grid fluctuations or interruptions. In addition to unplanned
mains interruptions, it is also possible to compensate for planned
mains interruptions and even implement off-grid power supply for
your electric drives. In such cases, the devices from Koch step in
and power the drive systems at the pre-specified intervals. Energy
management devices from Koch use capacitors, super-capacitors,
or batteries, depending on the amount of energy required. Most
applications use capacitors or super-capacitors. Koch delivers all
systems ready for use, from small stand-alone devices to systems in
control cabinets. Plug & play is always assured, with this guarantee
even covering large active energy management solutions.

Powerful sizing routines
With the new ‘Servosoft’ v4, the client can find their energy management solutions that best suit their drive system in just a few

clicks and with minimal input. All the static and dynamic data
needed for each component is stored in the system, to the point
where it is like a virtual twin. The drive system is illustrated using
symbols once all components have been selected. In addition, the
defined load cycle with its dynamics is illustrated in an attached
graph. This makes the system conditions over the cycle very clear
and easy to examine. “We attach immense value to making the
drive model transparent and clear in all its mechanical and electrical dimensions over the course of the entire cycle”, explains Vardin. All of the drive system’s details are comprehensively defined.
“With just a little practice”, Vardin adds, “it becomes very easy to
implement and optimize the drive projects”. In the end, you have
the individual components with all technical definitions on a bill
of materials, adopted from the program’s product database. This
data serves as the basis of the calculation routines used when defining and optimizing the system. ‘Servosoft’ also provides assistance with drive-related problems. For instance, there are 15 preset drive mechanisms that enable fast definition of drive systems,
now also in combination with Koch’s dynamic energy management systems.
In any case, the database is well-stocked with detailed technical
information relating to products from Koch. Several hundred types
of dynamic energy management devices, ranging from small to
large, are included. The user can apply a shoe-box sized ‘Dynamic
Energy Storage’ DES 3.0 just as easily as they can apply a complete
system that is delivered ready for installation as a fully fitted control
cabinet, along with its different active devices and super-capacitor
modules. Furthermore, the database is updated regularly for as
long as there are changes to the products. “The calculation routines
have come a long way and we really do not expect any major changes in the sizing approach itself. However, Koch is very active, so I
am sure that more exciting products will be added to the database”
adds Vardin with conviction.
Photographs: Michael Koch GmbH

www.bremsenergie.de
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Digitalization on track
Along with digitalization, new approaches in
mechanical design and motion control hardware are
required to achieve true mass customization and
batch-of-one production. Breakthrough innovations in
design and hardware are at the heart of Acopostrak,
an intelligent transport system that enables flexible
production.

MOTION AND DRIVES

M

anufacturing companies are on constant lookout for solutions that get new products to market faster and make them
more competitive in global markets. The crux of the challenge is
finding a way to maximize overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)
and productivity, even when mass producing customized products in batches of one. “The much discussed topic of digitalization
based on communication technology and software takes too narrow a focus,” contends Robert Kickinger, Mechatronics Technology
Manager at B&R. A new generation of requirements also calls for
radical new thinking in the way products are transported through
machines and production systems – and B&R has stepped up to the
challenge. “In developing the intelligent Acopostrak transportsystem,” he says, “we have set the stage for revolutionary new machine
concepts.”

Diverter: the pivotal component
So, what is it that makes the intelligent transport system so uniquely
suited for automating adaptive processes? “The diverter is – quite
literally – a pivotal component of the system,” explains Kickinger.

Author: Carmen Klingler-Deiseroth, freelance journalist
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“It is 100 % electromagnetic and therefore entirely free of wear.
“Like a highway junction, the Acopostrak diverter allows product
flows to diverge and converge. “The diverter allows the shuttles to
switch tracks at full speed with no compromise in productivity,” he
emphasizes. Mass-produced items such as bottled beverages can
be grouped on-the-fly into custom six-packs – three of one flavor,
two of another and one of a third – without any changes to the hardware. The diverter also allows defective products to be sorted out as
soon as they are identified, rather than continuing on to the end of
the line as they would in a conventional system. This has a positive
effect on overall productivity.

Makes parallel processing possible
Acopostrak and its diverters also add a new dimension of flexibility for implementing parallel processing. The product flow can be
divided, pass through multiple processing stations and then converge further down the line. This way, production speed is no longer
throttled by the station with the slowest processing time. “The end
user can increase productivity without an increase in machine footprint,” Kickinger explains. In other words, Acopostrak boosts output
per square meter. “Ultimately, that means a higher ROI,” he adds.
When you build a machine or line using this intelligent transport
system, you have the modularity and flexibility to add individual
track segments and processing stations in response to changes
in demand. Acopostrak based manufacturing systems are also
exceptionally fault tolerant. If there is a problem with one valve in a
bottling line, the bottles are simply no longer sent to that valve. The
defective valve does not result in waste, which makes a big difference in the OEE quality factor. Thus, the truly adaptive and scalable
machines envisioned for the Industrial IoT now become a reality.

Changeover with zero-downtime in production
The hot-swappable shuttles can be replaced tool-free and
on-the-fly for complete availability. When switching products,
all the operator has to do is place the wheels of the new shuttle on

01 Its purely electromagnetic diverters divide and merge product

02 Acopos-trak’s absolute design flexibility allows it to morph into all

the guides. The shuttles are held on the track purely by permanent
magnets. Changeover and service can be made even more efficient
by including a pit lane in the track layout. “One way of thinking of
it is like the bench in ice hockey,” says Kickinger. The new shuttles
are mounted in the pit lane and then channeled to the track’s actual
production lines via a diverter. In the same way, any shuttles that
are no longer needed can simply be re-routed to the pit lane. “All of
this takes place at full production speed,” he emphasizes. The absolute design flexibility of Acopostrak allows it to morph into all types
of open and closed layouts by arranging the segments in different
combinations on a grid. The core of the track system is a linear m
 otor
assembled from four types of modular segments: a straight segment,
a 45° segment and two 22.5° segments – one curved to the right, the
other to the left. “Acopostrak adapts perfectly to any production site,”
explains Kickinger. “And at the same time, it opens up completely
new m
 achine designs that have never before been possible.”

market has never seen before,” says the Mechatronics expert, confident that the industry is on the verge of a generational leap in productivity and accelerated ROI.
B&R provides an extensive range of software functionality to get
Acopostrak up and running with minimal time and effort. The same
application code can be executed in simulation or on the a ctual
hardware with no limitations. “Developers can switch back and forth
between simulation and real hardware as often as necessary,” Kickinger explains. This shortens development and commissioning times
considerably. “That’s an unbelievable advantage in terms of time to
market.” Developers also benefit from process-oriented programming. They simply describe the rules that define the product flow
on the track, rather than having to program a multitude of axes and
shuttles individually. Autonomous traffic control with integrated
collision avoidance takes further work off the hands of developers.

flows at full production speed

High performance and faster time to market
The intelligent transport system offers more than just flexibility,
however: it is also unmatched in performance. The system is capable of 5 g acceleration and reaches top speeds in excess of 4 m
per second with a minimum product pitch of only 50 mm. “When
you combine these performance numbers with the benefits of the
diverters and the extreme design flexibility – it’s a total package the

types of open and closed layouts by arranging the segments in different
combinations on a grid

True mass customization
Demand for personalized products continues to increase, and consumers are willing to pay higher prices for them. Mass customization thus offers enticing economic returns. Implementing the new
approach in a cost-effective way, however, remains a major challenge for most industry segments. That’s because any increase in
system flexibility is usually accompanied by a reduction in overall
equipment effectiveness (OEE). The goal of mass customization
is therefore to keep the three factors of OEE – availability, performance and quality – at a level consistent with what can be achieved
in mass production. In addition, manufacturers seek to maximize
return on investment (ROI) and to minimize their time to market (TTM) for new and improved products. This is the only way to
make large-scale mass customization viable from an economic
perspective. With Acopostrak, B&R has designed a solution that
makes flexible, modular manufacturing systems highly profitable
to o
 perate. “Our system enables high overall equipment effectiveness, high return on investment and short time to market,” summarizes K
 ickinger. And with that, the industry is on the fast track to true
mass customization.
Photographs: B&R Industrial Automation GmbH

www.br-automation.com

03 To switch products, the operator simply places the wheels of a new
shuttle on the guides of the pit lane, while production continues at full
speed on the rest of the track
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NSK launches world’s fastest
high-load ball screws

Nord’s intelligent drive technology at
Hannover Messe 2018

Since 1996, NSK has been developing its HTF
series of high-load ball screw drives. To match
market demand for shorter cycle times when
producing parts such as guide plates for smartphones displays, the linear drives of the latest

At Hannover Messe 2018, Nord Drivesystems, will be exhibiting its
innovative drive systems in Hall 15 on Stand H31 and its latest

injection moulding machines need to be capable of
operating with higher acceleration and faster feed
rates. With this in mind, two series of high-load ball
screws from NSK have been expanded in line with
industry requirements. In the HTF-SRE series, NSK
now offers small and medium spindle diameters
starting from 50 mm for latest injection moulding
machines with very high dynamic performance
requirements. In addition, the series now features
nuts that are far more compact, with outer
dimensions compatible with those of the HTF-SRC
series, which are already used in numerous
injection moulding machines around the world.
Further, the company’s HTF-SRD series, which is
ideal for the clamping units of plastic injection
moulding machines, has been expanded with
versions featuring larger leads. Machinery
designers can now utilise high-load ball screws
with top feed speeds of 2 to 3 m/s, which in turn
allows end users to benefit from shorter cycle times
and increased productivity.

technologies for the logistics industry at the CeMAT exhibition in
Hall 21 on Stand C33. The components which will be exhibited
include the Nordac Link series field distributor. This drive control is
available as a frequency inverter or a motor starter, it also enables
rapid commissioning, simple operation and maintenance. Thanks to
an integrated PLC and compatibility with all common bus systems,
it can be easily integrated into all modern automation systems.
Nord’s intelligent networking in drive technology enables machine
to machine communication, predictive maintenance as well as
continuous condition monitoring of the drives – right from conveyor
drives up to industrial gear units. With the SK TU4-PNS PROFIsafe
interface module, Nord focuses on high functional safety of plant
and machinery. This module meets the most stringent safety
requirements, enables flexible integration of various safety components and ensures secure communication in Profinet environments.

www.nskeurope.com

www.nord.com
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Incredibly simple and quick: fastening Standard Series C-profile rails
by stud welding
In response to customer requirements from different sectors,
the Stauff Group has now extended its stud welding system with
a further application for the secure and permanent fixing of
tube, hose and cable clamps to substructures. Standard
C-profile rails from the company’s own TS
range can now be fixed to systems using
fiber glass-reinforced polyamide adapters
specially developed for this purpose,
without them having to be point-welded or
welded along their entire length, as was the
case up to now in conventional processes.
These plastic adapters are simply placed on
the stud weld and screwed together using
M6 × 10 hexagonal socket screws or
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half-round screws. Users therefore benefit from significant time
savings, cost savings, ease of use and improved flexibility in the
assembly of profile rails. In addition to supplying the individual
components – weld studs, a wide range of different clamp
bodies and fastening hardware, including
for clamping belts, cable ties or corrugated
cable protection hoses – Stauff also offers
assembly tools, including a weld inverter,
weld gun with positioning tube, weld stud
retainer and distance adapters. No
high-voltage connection is required to use
these simple and compact tools.
www.stauff.com

6XUH VLJQV RI H[FHOOHQFH
WRSQRWFK SURGXFWV RIIHULQJ
DGGHG YDOXH

'))$$

,QGHSWK WHFKQLFDO SURGXFW NQRZOHGJH FRPELQHG
ZLWK ILUVWFODVV FRQVXOWDWLRQ

(YHU\ 9DOXH $GGHG 5HVHOOHU LQ RXU QHWZRUN RI 6LHPHQV $SSURYHG
3DUWQHUV NQRZV H[DFWO\ ZKLFK 6LHPHQV SURGXFWV DUH PRVW VXLWHG WR
\RXU LQGLYLGXDO DSSOLFDWLRQ ² DQG KRZ \RX FDQ OHYHUDJH UHDO DGGHG
YDOXH EDVHG RQ RXU SURGXFWV 0D[LPXP VWRFN DYDLODELOLW\ UHOLDEOH
GHOLYHU\ RI SURGXFWV DQG V\VWHPV DOVR VXSSOLHG DV DWWUDFWLYH SDFNDJHV
DUH MXVW DV PXFK SDUW RI WKHLU RIIHU DV VSHFLILF PRGLILFDWLRQV ² DOO
URXQGHG RII ZLWK ILUVWUDWH WHFKQLFDO VXSSRUW 6HH IRU \RXUVHOI
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Mayr Power Transmission:
Brake Technology 4.0

Eaton’s hydraulic hoses designed for tighter
spaces, higher temperatures and abrasion

Brake technology 4.0 by Mayr Power Transmission
stands for monitoring modules of the latest generation: The modules such
as the ROBAbrake-checker or
ROBA-torqcontrol allow
permanent brake
monitoring and make
the safety brakes fit for
the challenges of the
Industry 4.0. Firmly
connected with the
brake technology 4.0
concept are also a
technologically leading
friction system and
consistently-observed
safety principles. Together, these characteristics form
the basis for reliable and safe brakes with extremely
high performance density. They guarantee highest
operational safety in more and more compact and
high-performance machines and systems, and allow
targeted, predictive maintenance.

Power management company Eaton has expanded its range of hydraulic hoses with the launch of the Dynamax EC881 hose series. The new
EC881 series from Eaton is qualified for 1 million impulse cycles, five
times more than the standard EN857 Type 2SC. This helps decrease
maintenance costs, improves safety and minimizes downtime. Standard
EN857 2SC size 8 hoses are only qualified to 130 mm radius, whilst
EC881 offers a bend radius of 60 mm. This makes the new hose the ideal
choice for installation in tight spaces. Featuring Dura – Tuff covers, the

www.mayr.com

www.eaton.com

EC881 is 8 times more resistant to abrasion than conventional synthetic
covered hoses, ultimately leading to less failures and improved machine
up time. In extreme operating environments high velocity leads to high
temperatures. The EC881 has been designed to offer temperature
capabilities up to 126 °C, thus mitigating against the risk and ultimately
controlling maintenance costs. Eaton engineers have focused on
developing a next generation inner tube that has 3 times the life span
capabilities when compared to the standard EN857 2SC. EC881’s high
fatigue resistance and low compression set provides better sealing and
leak free performance.

Rotational speed and directional sensor
with PWM-signal from Rheintacho

Control units of the fourth
generation from STW

With a new rotational speed sensor from the FE series, Rhein
tacho presents a sensor ideally suitable for hydraulic drives used
in construction and agricultural equipment. From the beginning
of the design concept, the design took highly demanding working
conditions into consideration. Having this in mind, the sensor
achieved the IP67 and IP6K9K ratings. This means dirt, moisture
and intensive cleaning methods are no problem for the sensor.
The housing is made of a special brass alloy which ensures that
the compressive strength of the measuring surface is high. The
new sensor adds a rotational direction signal to the rotational
speed signal. The electronic design with a pulse-width modulated
signal (PWM) works with a current
signal differing from the 1-channel
and 2-channel version, on which the
rotational direction information is
transmitted through the differing
pulse lengths. At the same time, this
sensor also provides a signal with a
constant amplitude independent
from the rotational speed. It excels
not only by detecting rotational
speed and direction, but also
provides additional diagnostic
functions, e.g. downtime recognition, critical air gap and critical
installation position.

Sensor-Technik Wiedemann (STW) showcases its fourth
generation of controls for mobile applications. The
ESX-4CS-GW is a freely programmable a communications
gateway, it not only offers 6 CAN interfaces, but also a
4-port Ethernet switch, a LIN and a RS232 interface. With an
additional 14 analog and digital inputs and outputs in the
standard configuration, it is also able to take over small
tasks for sensor-actuator
management. For fast
processing of the tasks, the
fourth generation of the ESX
control units feature the
Infineon Aurix processor,
which works with 300 MHz
using three 32-bit TriCore
processor as the so-called
“Triple-TriCore”, each of
which are independent from the other. Naturally the
ESX-4CS-GW complies with the standards for conformity
according to CE and E1 as well as the standards for the
vehicle, agricultural and construction machine industry.
The respective development environments for the fourth
generation of control units are ‘codesys’ and openSYDE.
With openSYDE, STW displays its framework and toolset for
the implementation, analysis, maintenance and documentation of functions and programs in the control system for
mobile machines.

www.rheintacho.com
www.stw-mobile-machines.com/en

Mitsubishi Electric’s AutomationML to
reduce costs and shorten time to market
Mitsubishi Electric has implemented the AutomationML
interface within the integrated software suite for programming its own automation products. This represents an
important step-change in the way complex equipment is
designed, installed and maintained. Exchange of data
between various engineering disciplines causes manual
errors and is time consuming. Implementing a universal
interface for the automatic exchange of data between
software environments ensures consistency of informa-

Beckhoff’s integrated servo drive
technology results in significant 
cost and space savings
The new AMP8000 distributed servo drive system from
Beckhoff integrates the servo drive directly into a servomotor
in an ultra-compact design. By relocating the power electronics
directly into the machine, space requirement inside of control
cabinets is reduced to a single coupling module. Via EtherCAT
P, providing EtherCAT signals and power with one cable, such
a coupling module can control up to 5 distributed AMP8000
servo drives. With fewer and smaller cable routes to the
motors, installation efforts are significantly reduced. Since the
power module is conveniently located at the back end of the
motor shaft, the attachment dimensions of the new distributed servo drives are identical to those of the proven standard
AM8000 series servomotors. The only dimensional change is
to the overall servomotor length, which is extended by
approximately 7 cm. For the machine builder, this means that
only a little additional space is needed at the motor end, and
adjusting the overall motion control concept is easy without
having to otherwise alter existing machine designs.
www.beckhoff.com

tion throughout the lifecycle of a project and fulfils today’s
requirements to shorten time to market. As an example,
with an integrated AutomationML interface in Mitsubishi’s software suite, data can be seamlessly exchanged
bi-directionally with ‘ecad’ tools that also have an AutomationML interface. Mitsubishi Electric has worked with
factory alliance partner Eplan to implement data exchange of hardware configurations, I/O tags and network
configurations. This interface ensures interoperability all
the way from first design, through engineering processes
and commissioning and on through the whole lifecycle
management of the automation system.
eu3a.mitsubishielectric.com

High speeds at the tried
and tested standards
So that high speeds don’t generate risks —
EAS®-HSC / EAS®-HSE,
the perfect torque limiters

www.mayr.com
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Intelligence of AGV systems −
Software makes all the difference
Driverless transport systems and their autonomous
guided vehicles (AGV) are taking on more and more
in-house transport tasks, because they can react
flexibly to changed requirements. Their ability to close
the gap in the chain of automated processes depends
on the capability of the AGV control system to
communicate with other systems while ensuring
maximum productivity as well as optimal worker
safety.
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ased on task-oriented concepts, the DS Navios AGV control
software from DS Automotion covers the entire variety of requirements.
As early as 1984, DS Automotion GmbH started supplying AGV
systems using different system approaches to production and
healthcare facilities. Whether purpose-built custom vehicles or
automated standard handling equipment: In track-guided systems,
the vehicles follow magnetic stripes or induction loops, acting as
work piece or platform carriers in flow production and facilitating flexibility gains in assembly processes. In classic intralogistics
applications, mainly AGVs using free navigation are used. They
verify the route they are pursuing using guiding aids such as floorrecessed magnets, laser reflectors or contour-based navigation with
SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) technology.
Supplying AGV systems of various sizes and complexities to customers around the globe, the Austrian company serves the most
diverse demands and requirements and ranks among the world’s
leading manufacturers. It owes this market position not least to
its DS Navios AGV family of control systems. It not only calculates

Track-guided AGVs facilitate agile assembly processes following the
guiding principles of Industry 4.0

gence behind DS Automotion’s flexible AGV solutions. Its high efficiency limits the number of vehicles required.

Controlling track-guided and free-navigation AGVs

routes for the vehicles that often come in large numbers and several types within a system. It also takes care of communication and
interaction with surrounding systems such as permanent conveyor
installations or production cells. DS Navios constitutes the intelli-

N

ot least due to the extensive
capabilities of the DS Navios
management and control system
to solve transportation tasks of
any complexity, DS Automotion
AGVs are standard equipment
in production and health
facilities alike.

Arthur Kornmüller, Managing
Director, DS Automotion

Track-guided systems are typically deeply integrated with the production plant; vehicle movements mainly follow the flow or cycle
schemes of the production workstations. The TrackGuide control
system kernel used to create track-guided AGV systems within DS
Navios is based on PLC technology. Programming uses the same
Siemens TIA Portal software development environment that is also
in use for production automation. As this is a de-facto standard not
only in the German Automotive industry, track-guided DS Automotion AGV systems can seamlessly be integrated with their operators’
overall automation processes.
FreeGuide is the AGV traffic management system for DS Automotion free navigation AGVs. It communicates with MES and ERP
systems, using order, material and machinery information to create driving jobs for the individual vehicles. It also communicates
directly with other parts of the production facility, for instance to
summon an elevator or to enter a safe production cell through a
light curtain without causing an access violation. Continuous position and condition monitoring of all vehicles facilitates undisturbed
operations. “Not least due to the nearly unlimited capabilities of the
DS Navios management and control system to solve transportation
tasks of any complexity, DS Automotion AGVs are standard equipment in production and health facilities alike”, says Arthur Kornmüller, Managing Director of DS Automotion.
Photographs: DS Automotion

www.ds-automotion.com
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For Beumer Group, Customer Support is much more than just a service

Approximately 1,000 employees worldwide now work
for Beumer Group-Customer Support. They take care of
the customer, starting with the first project discussion,
through the time when the system is in operation. The
offered portfolio includes different services, in
particular Residential Service. With this service,
companies can hand over the complete responsibility
for availability, performance and economic efficiency
of their material flows to Beumer specialists.
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A

s an international manufacturing leader in intralogistics providing customized system solutions in the fields of conveying,
loading, palletizing, packaging, sortation and distribution technology, Beumer Group knows the particular challenges posed by the
customers. They have high demands on machine availability and,
therefore, on customer support. This is why the system supplier has
developed and extended its customer support and established it as
a business segment in its own right. Due to its global positioning,
the group has consistently optimized and extended this segment
with specifically trained employees during the last few years. “We’re
not only providing service products, we really take care,” emphasizes Guido Hesse, Director Customer Support at Beumer. “This becomes more and more important to users from different industries.”
A continuously high level of availability has to be ensured to enable
companies to stay competitive.

Enough time to focus on the core business
Beumer Customer Support offers customized service agreements
to customers. These include, for example, the supply of spare parts,
preventive as well as routine maintenance, and the operation of
the systems. They are matched individually to the respective needs
of the customer, including service intervals and response times
as agreed by contract. “More and more manufacturers, especially
logistics service providers, wish to concentrate on their own core
business and to delegate the responsibility for their systems and

W

e take
responsibility for
smooth material flows
of customers – even on
the customer’s site.

machines”, says Hesse, identifying a pronounced trend. “Therefore,
Residential Service plays an important role within our Customer
Support portfolio.” This service means that Beumer employees
take on the responsibility for operating times, performance and
economic efficiency – if necessary, they stay permanently on the
customer’s site. The systems have to be always perfectly adapted
to their tasks, and all processes have to run smoothly. “In a highly
competitive environment, we convince our customers with reliability and a high level of system availability,” explains Hesse. Successful customer support requires an understanding of the mentality of
the customer: How is the customer positioned? What are his goals
and how does he want to develop in the future? These questions
require tactfulness and cultural know-how.

Reliable operation increases turnover
A sports manufacturer, for example, relies on this service at his
new distribution center. The newly leased 40,000-square-meter
warehouse complex is in the immediate vicinity of the extant building. Both buildings are linked to each other by an approximately
370-meter-long conveying system. In the head office, the supplies
for retailers and distributors home and abroad are processed, while
the internet orders from all over Europe are exclusively handled in

Guido Hesse, Director of
Customer Support at
Beumer Group
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02 The Residential Service

includes maintenance and
inspection at regular intervals

01 Within the scope of the Residential Service, Beumer employees assume the
responsibility for availability, performance and profitability of the machines

the additional warehouse complex. The company intends to significantly increase its turnover in the E-commerce sector. Up to 200,000
online orders per day are supposed to be processed at peak times.
This calls for efficient material flows and reliable technology.
The new building houses fully automated rack systems with about
300,000 storage places, order picking solutions, packaging stations
and more. The biggest part of the intralogistics system is an almost
nine-kilometer-long conveying system. “The roller conveyors and
belt conveyors link the individual areas with each other and transport the goods from A to B”, explains Günther Rother, Maintenance
Manager at Beumer Group. He belongs to a team of 70 service technicians who are working in five shifts 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
to ensure smooth processes on site.

LOGISTICS

Smooth operation throughout the service life
To ensure that the systems are always perfectly adapted to their
tasks and all processes run smoothly throughout their service life,
Beumer employees also carry out preventive maintenance. Günther Rother explains: “This way, we can avoid uncontrolled machine breakdowns, which can be very expensive for our customers.” The team carries out maintenance and inspection work on the
systems at defined intervals. “We remove dirt, for example, since
it may affect the operational reliability of machines and systems”,
says Rother. “Movable parts are lubricated and correctly adjusted
if necessary.” The team checks the safety devices of the machines
and systems as well as their electrotechnical components and automation technology. Further work includes corrective maintenance like fault diagnostics and troubleshooting or repairs due to
unscheduled failures of components. “We develop and implement
concepts which enable a long-term and trouble-free operation
of the buildings”, adds the maintenance manager. The employees
check the technical installations and maintain them regularly, at
agreed intervals.

All spare parts available?
“We manage about 2,500 different spare parts in total”, says Rother.
“If required, we continue to adapt the scope and availability of the
range.” To support daily work and ensure a high degree of transpar-
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ency for our customers, the Beumer team has programmed a precisely matched computerized maintenance management system
(CMMS). ´The software manages all information relevant to maintenance in a data base. It provides order information on spare parts
as timely as possible, manages the spare and wear parts inventory
and calculates the demand. Each procurement process can be precisely documented.
“We have worked out a spare parts concept enabling us to take
the required component to the corresponding place of repair
within two minutes”, explains Markus Petermeier, Operations and
Maintenance Manager at Beumer Group. “In addition, we have
developed a training module permitting our technicians to train
themselves on all system parts. This helps us to ensure availability
as desired by the customer. And here we are talking about a level
of more than 99 percent.” To ensure successful functioning, Residential Service also includes emergency schedules and exercises
on system recovery and troubleshooting to enable the shortest possible response times. This also applies to remote diagnostics provided by the Beumer hotline.

One contact person for all needs
The service technician Daniel Schweer also belongs to the team:
“We also take care of system parts supplied by others.” The customer only has one contact person who is available directly on his
site for all questions, which makes communication much easier.
“We also gain more knowledge this way”, says Daniel Schweer. If
the customer plans to expand the system, the versatile and highly
qualified Beumer team can develop a variety of individual solutions.
Beumer Group offers around-the-clock support every day of the
year, tailored to the needs of its customers, in this case a sports
manufacturer. “Our goal is to continue to improve trouble-free material flow in order to guarantee value-added processes for our customers”, explains Hesse. “We assume the complete responsibility
and ensure this way that they remain competitive in the long run.”
Photographs: Beumer Group

www.beumergroup.com
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FAULHABER applications

So the rover
on Mars doesn’t
just see red

FAULHABER drive systems in the aerospace industry
The ExoMars rover is off to the red planet in 2020. The mission: exploration of the
surface, in part with the help of a 3D panoramic camera. FAULHABER’s mission:
the drive for the filter change system and focusing of the camera. The challenge:
extreme conditions, extreme positioning tasks, extreme limitation in terms of
installation space and weight. For the European Space Agency, stepper motors
from FAULHABER were the clear choice.
WE CREATE MOTION
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